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German Youth Trash NATO Birthday Party
\

May 6. 1980—(he sports siadium out
side Bremen, West Germany was going
10 host a military extravaganza, a clear
statement from the government to the
West German people themselves. 1,200
recruits were going to be mass inducted
into the West German military ma
chine, pledging their allegiance and
their young lives to the imperialist Con
stitution. Even the day, May 6. was
carefully chosen for symbolic signifi
cance. Twenty-five years ago. on May
6. 1955. West Germany joined NATO,
as its imperialist rulers dropped their
sham masquerade of guilt and repen
tance for the crimes of World War 2,
and started to seriously remilitarize,
this time as a Junior partner in the U.S.
war bloc.

Coming quickly on th^ heels of West
German support for the boycott of the
Moscow Olympics and a new, bulging war
budget, this military spectacle-was an un
mistakable signal to the West German
people to resign themselves to the "un
thinkable"—the third world war of this
century.

But the message millions received
from Bremen on May-6 was not the
sobering pomp of war preparations and
reactionary national unity. As the
ceremonies started, just as the national
anthem of the Vaterland started to rise

from the military band, vigorous chants
broke out from various places in the
stadium crowd: "Stop it! Stop it!" and
"Out of NATO!" Police moved in
quickly to restore the "dignity" of the

occasion. But by then the flares and
fireworks raining into the stadium from
outside, and the wail of police sirens,
heard over the martial music, made it
clear that the statement in Bremen
(hat day was being made in the streets.

Outside the stadium, over 7000

angry, rebellious youth squared off
with police and turned the entire area
into a battle ground. Armed with cob
blestones, club.s and firebombs,- the
demonstrators forced the police to
retreat lime and again, leaving their
vehicles behind to be burned. Three
military buses and several cop cars were
put to the torch. A barricade, manned
by military police, was needed to pre
vent the youth from storming the
siadium itself. Here were the very youth

that imperialism plan.s to turn into can
non fodder, firing firework rockets at
the helicopters evacuating West Ger
man President Karl Carsiens and War
Minister Hans Apel to safety far from
the Bremen siadium.
The quickly organized demonstration

was an extremely broad action, drawing
in forces from widely divergent political
trends in West Germany, including
many "sponiis" (semi-anarchist youth)
as well as members of the Revolu
tionary Youth League, affiliated with
the Communist Workers League of
Germany (KABD). Once in the streets,
some march organizers, specifically the
youth groups of the Socialist Party and
the pro-Soviet German Communist

Continued on page 9
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It's About Time!

TITO: ORTHODOX

REVISIONISi; DIES
a Nazi fighter and a tough cookie who
defied Stalin and went on to build his
own "unorthodox brand of commu-
nixm." Britain's Margaret Thatcher
called Tito "a great staiesmatt and
leader of his people." He was a "tower-

After four months., of medical
bulletins monitoring every detail of the
protracted decline of President Tito of
Yugoslavia, four months of premature
eulogies and predictions of his immi
nent dentise, Tito's actual death on
May 4 was anti-climactic—in fact,
straight out boring. There had been
blow-by-blow accounts of the leg am
putation, the kidney failure, the heart
failure, pneumonia and various other
failures, each accompanied by a fresh
round of speculation over the future-
course of Yugoslavia. By the time the
plug was pulled. Tito's death was ho-
hum news. There wasn't enough of him
left for the commentators to comment

on.

Nevertheless, heads of state from

Pierre Trudeaii to Valcry Cii,scard d'Es-
taing managed to rouse themselves for a
veritable orgy of praise, hailing Tito as

ing figure on the world stage," pro
claimed Jimmy Carter.

StJch praise and glory from these pil
lars of capitalism is not at all surprising,
since Tito himself was stamped from
the same mold. What is often called

"Tito's unorthodox brand of commu
nism" is in reality nothing but revi
sionism—the betrayal of revolution
under the guise, even if rather thinly
veiled, of Marxism.
Tito was never a communist, ortho

dox or otherwise. "Clet rid of the old
exploiters and bring in the new" was as
high as his aspirations ever went.,He
hitched his wagon to the then-socialist
Soviet Union in the 1920s and "JOs
because it was the only force giving un-,
compromising aid in the fight against'
the type of monarchy that ruled ruth
lessly over the Yugoslav people. Tito
rode to power at the conclusion of
World War 2 on the strength of the
popular resistance movement against
the Nazis. This was a powerful mass
movement that dealt blows against the
Germans atid helped to topple Yugosla

via's former rulers, many of whom
were Nazi collaborators. The ground
was cleared of the "old"—but with

Tito's revisionist outlook in command,
the "new" which .was substituted for
this amounted to socialism in words,

but capitalism in fact. (The economics
of Tito's "unorthodox communism"

• was analy/ed-in the WW shortly after
Tito's leg was amputated and is only
briefly recapped here—see R iV No. 43.) •

Tito, embarking on' the road of
capitalist development, was expelled
from the international communist
movement in the late ■40s. "Indepen
dent Yugoslavia'' thereafter relied on
billions of dollars in U.S. aid (as well as
aid from other capitalist countries) to
develop the economy.-"Workers' self-
management" was Tito's brainchild for
building capitalism under a very rag
gedy socialist cover. Basically, workers'
self-management is nothing but a hand
ful of workers turned into bureaucrats
who run things for one purpose—prof
it. Politically, Tito's foreign policy
became totally subservient to the U.S.,
with Tito at the head of a travelling
road show that crisscrossed Asia,
Africa and Latin America—all coun
tries under the heel of U.S. domina-
lion—preaching that a "general move-
fnent for peace." rather than the violent
elimination of imperialism, transcended
all other issues. But Tito's slavish
posture before imperialism did not save
•Yugoslavia from the effects of the
economic crisis plaguing capitalism
worldwide. Yugoslavia is today in the
throes of a major crisis, notable for a
phenomenal unemployment rate.

Following Tito's death. Carter an
nounced that "For more than three
decades, under administrations of both
parties, it has been the policy of the-
U.S. 10 support the independence; icr-
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ritorial integrity and unity of Yugosla
via. I reaffirm today that America will
continue its longstanding policy of sup
port for Yugoslavia and do what it must
to provide its support." The U.S. im
perialists are indeed concerned about
maintaining the independence of
Yugo.slavia—from the Soviet Union,
that is. Carter's statement was a clear-
cut warning to the Soviet Union to stay
off U.S. turf—that the U.S. would use
military force if necessary to counter
any moves in the area by the Soviet
Union. (This question was addressed in

No. 42, shortly before Tito began
to lose heart.)

Of course, the amount of.sabre rattl
ing between the, superpowers over
Yugoslavia has subsided somewhat
since Tito first fell ill; it has been over
shadowed by events in Iran and
Afghanistan. But even so, Yugoslavia
continues to be a focus of contention,
as Leonid Brezhnev's appearance at
Tito's funeral indicates.Yugoslavia sits
right on the critical point Joining
Eastern and Western Europe, and could
well become a flashpoint in the near
future.

In one of the many hymns of praise
sung to him by the press, Tito was call
ed a "tough, practical, canny politician
who walked a political tightrope be
tween East and West." Actually, he
resembled a bureaucratic con-artist
rather than a high-wire artist-one who
plunged into the depths of counter
revolution long ago. He will be immor
talized by the imperialists for being the
first ruler to blaze the trail into the pit
of revisionism, stabbing the working
class in the back under the signboard of
"socialism." And for this, future
generations of workers will spit on his
grave. □
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HUMANITARIAN** IMPERIALISTS
PLOT BLOODLETTING IN IRAN

In tKe weeks after the "great embassy
raid" went up in smoke in the Iranian
desert, U.S. aggression—covert opera
tions inside Iran as well as threats of

direct military action—has been step
ped up at a rapid pace.
In an attempt to divert'attention

from these new moves, President Carter
has claimed that the crisis over Iran has
been "alleviated" enough to allow him
to start some limited travel and cam
paigning. This should fool no one. The
imperialist rulers of the U.S. that
Carter represents are desperate, recoil
ing to iash out again like deadly snakes.
More than ever they need to put an end
to the "hostage crisis"—and to the
hostages themselves. Even more, they
must attempt to choke the life out of
the Iranian Revolution.

After the aborted raid. President
Carter has repeatedly claimed with the
utmost sincerity that "this mission was
not motivated by hostility towards Iran
or the Iranian people but was ordered
for humanitarian reasons." A number

of recent press reports indicate just how
"humanitarian" this "mission" was

supposed to be.
At press briefings. Defense Secretary

Brown and top Pentagon officials have
been reluctant to discuss the military
plans for storming the embassy itself
and "rescuing" the hostages, indicating
only that this would have been the
"easiest" part of the operation for the
raiders. In reality, they knew very well
what kind of resistance they would meet
from the Iranian people.
Thus, it turns out that two of the

huge C-130s that were originally .
described simply as "transports" were
actually outfitted as heavily armed gun-
ships, bristling with 20-mm. Catling
guns, 40-mm. Bofors cannons, and a
105-mm. howitzer. While these gun-
ships, similar to those used in Vietnam,
sprayed the streets around the embassy,

several squadron.s of carrier-launched
F-I4's and A-7 jets were timed to arrive
over Tehran for-backup and to make
sure that the Iranian army and air force
stayed pinned down. As one official
was quoted in the New York Times,
"We were prepared to do whatever was
necessary to protect and cover that
operation." This is some "humanitar
ian mission"!

With this concentration of firepower
on the U.S. embassy in Tehran, the
CIA reportedly estimated that at least

of the hostages were not expected
to come out alive—and this, of course,
does not even count the tens upon
thousands of people in Tehran who
would fight to their last breath against
such an invading force. If this raid had
gone ahead, there would certainly be
more U.S. planes and uniformed John
Waynes littering the soil of Iran for the
imperialists to honor for "defending-
their country."
Even now, as President Carter ven

tures out of his White House command
post, the "humanitarian" U.S. naval
fleet assembled in the Indian Ocean
now totals 37 ships, including four air
craft carriers with 400 combat aircraft
and 34,000 marines, sailors and airmen
abroad. This week, in a naked display
of military force, several thousand
marines were landed in Oman, a reac
tionary feudal state located directly
across the Strait of Hormuz from Iran,
that has handed over a former British

military base at Masira to the U.S. im
perialists.

U.S. Covert Activity Inside Iran

While the' U.S. government un
doubtedly "leaked" out some of the
details of the planned a.ssauli on the em
bassy in order to intimidate and
threaten the Iranian people, as well as
to demonstrate U.S. military might and
"resolve" to the-rest of the world, the

aspect of the raid that the imperialists
are not willing to discuss or all i.s the
iarge numbers of U.S. agents infiltrated
into Iran over the past months who
were supposed to swing into action
when the raiders arrived. These covert
forces were the key component in the
whole operation.

In the days following the raid's
failure, the U.S. press reported that the
U.S. had indeed infiltrated such units

.into Iran, posing as European
businessmen. However, we were
assured that they had all left Iran as
secretly as they had entered. This fairy
tale, undoubtedly drafted at CIA Head
quarters in Langley, Virginia for release
to selected "influential" bourgeois
publications such as the New York
Times. thcL./I. Times, AP, UPI, etc.,
was run out for a reason—tp keep the
cover on the large numbers-of U.S.
agents still operating insfde Iran. These

.imperialist spies, whose dirty work
against the Iranian revolution was
directed from the sprawling U.S. em
bassy compound in Tehran until
November 4 of last year, are absolutely
crucial for the next U.S. "humanitarian

mission," as well as for U.S. im
perialism's .intensifying efforts to "de
stabilize" Iran and set up the at
mosphere for an actual coup attempt
involving pro-U.S. forces centered in
the Iranian military.

While there were in all probability a
number of Green Berets-type CIA com-
ntandos and agents infiltrated into Iran
posing as European businessmen (since
U.S. businessmen are a rare species to
day in Iran), the vast majority'of U.S.
agents are Farsi-speaking, student-aged
reactionary .scum drawn from Iran and
neighoring countries such as Pakistan.
Turkey, Egypt, etc,—who were special
ly picked and trained to operate in Iran.
Their job wa.s to .scope out the embassy
defenses, as well as to develop ties with

pro-U.S. elements in the Iranian
military and upper classes who would
be willing to cooperate with the U.S.

According to a report in the London
Telegraph, these teams were able to
penetrate the telephone exchange,.
Tehran's radio station, the fire services,
the electric power station and even the
centra! traffic control center. Thus,
when the raid began, these units were to
have thrown the city into confusion,
causing traffic jams to prevent the peo
ple and army.units from reaching the
embassy compound, setting off bombs
elsewhere as diversions, and taking over
the radio station to announce false in
formation.

But even ihc.se sketchy reports on the
activities of U.S. agents inside
Iran—who are not only still there, but
surely have been joined by many new
agents for the next round of CIA-
engineered "dirty tricks"—tell only
part of the story. It is an open secret in
Iran that there were people high up in
the Iranian military and the government
itself who both knew about the raid in

advance, and actively aided ii. An im
portant job of the U.S. agents was to
make contact with them and sound ,
them out about the possibility of mov
ing to "restore order" in the wake of
the raid at the-expense of the forces

.within the government allied with Kho
meini who have proved to be such a
thorn in the side to U.S. imperialism.
The maps and documents left behind in
the U.S. helicopters indicate that the
raiders were preparing to as.sault the ■
homes of Khomeini and other govern
ment officials with the intentions of
either taking them hostage or killing
them.

Another highly revealing bit of
evidence that there were people high up
in the Iranian military who were in
cahoots with the" imperialists is that

Continued on page 17

In the wake of the abortive U.S. military "rescue" of the hostages in Tehran, the
U.S. imperialists have seized the opportunity to further pump up the American
public into a "war mentality" and whip up a storm of controversy about "the abili
ty of the U.S. to protect its interests". IRAN FIASCO REKINDLES DEBATE ON
U.S. MILITARY READINESS—screams the Christian Science Monitor, worrying
that the exodus of trained personnel may be affecting U.S. effectiveness. And on the
fiipside, the CSMannounces: THE 82ND—READY 'IN HOURS' IF NEEDED IN
IRAN—and warns that this "elite shockiroop" division "could conceivably find
itself fighting in the streets of Tehran". The 82nd Airborne, we are told, was "ready
to descend on Tehran International Airport last November" and is pictured by their
public relations officer as chomping at the bit: "It's like being on a football team.
You practice, practice, practice, but you never get a game."

But clearly all this preoccupation with "U.S. readiness" is concerned with
descending on more than Tehran International Airport. This worrisome handwring-
ing alternating with extreme bluster is aimed at far more than the question of Iran
which, as the New York Times admits, is a "word which has become shorthand for
all the trouble in the Persian Gulf area." And when Defense Secretary Brown warn
ed that "no one should doubt our resolve" he was talking about more than U.S.
resolve to free the hostages. Though the U.S. rulers are definaiely weighing the
possibility of various "surgical" military options directed specifically against Iran,
overall they are primarily concerned with preparing for the "big game"—World
War III, the showdown which will decide who's the "No. 1" exploiter. "We've got
the power" to respond forcibly to Iran, remarked one general. "The problem would
be in confronting any Soviet opposition and is basically getting to the right place
quickly enough. For operations in the Middle East and Africa, you've got to get the
people there in time." After all, if the U.S. rulers can't get six helicopters safely into
and out of Iran, how the hell are they going to solve such knotty problems as
transporting heavy equipment-tanks, artillery, etc.—halfway around the world to
defend their far fiung empire from the military might of their Soviet imperialist
rivals?

They are definitely working on it. And if anyone still doubts that contention be
tween U.S. and Soviet imperialism is heating up to the boiling point, then we'll
direct your attention to the fact that the Senate Appropriations Comniiite recently
gave the nod to Carter's draft registration bill. Moreover, check out the recent
military maneuvers of the units which make up the U.S. Rapid Deployment Force
(see photo), whose fundamental mission, according to the New York Times, is "the
swift injection of American power into a friendly (read; U.S. dominated) country to
help repel a hostile (read: Soviet) invader."-Held in Idaho (whose terrain conve
niently resembles Southwest Asia) a few weeks ago, the joint "readiness exercise",
one of a series scheduled for 1980, simulated a reinforced armor and mechanized in
fantry battalion going into battle alongside Pakistani forces trying to drive out
Soviet aggressors. For training purposes (the troops thought they were training for
Iran), the nations on whose territory this "battle" took place were called Sikap
(Pakis spelled backward) and Steivos (for Soviets).

Troops from an of the army's 14 active divisions stationed in the U.S. are being
required to spend two weeks at the Army's new National Training Center at Ft. Ir-
win, California, where they will take the field in simulated combat against other
U.S. soldiers trained in the doctrine, tactics, and weapons systems of the Soviet and
Warsaw Pact armies, with the "enemy" using real Soviet equipment. As one Li.
Colonel at Ft. Hood, where similar "Red Thrust" programs arc being developed,
bragged: "We're training against real-life adversaries, wearing Soviet uniforms,"^

Mass Murderers

Oil War Machine

Getting ready tor WW3—Gls outfitted with Soviet uniforms and equipment
during simulated combat against "enemy" forces.
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W Years

Kent State students (rear) face off against National Guard (front) while ROTC building smolders.

May 4th marked the tenth anniver
sary of the massacre at Kent State
University in 1970 when National
Guard troops opened fire on student
anti-war protesters demonstrating
against the U.S. invasion of Cambodia,
killing four and wounding nine, The
murderous volley lasted 13 seconds, its
echo thundered into every corner of this
country, and these were indeed shots
heard round the world.
Along with Jackson State (an all-

Black college in Mississippi where two
students were murdered a week later
when police riddled a dormitory with
gunfire during an uprising against the
Cambodia invasion and national op
pression). Kent has come to symbo
lize for millions the militant spirit of re
sistance to U.S. imperialism right in the
belly of the beast itself as well as the
spirit of international solidarity with
oppressed peoples world-wide fighting
to rid themselves of the same enemy. It
is a spirit this country's rulers have
never been able to bury. At a demon
stration at Kent State on May 4, 1977, a
Cambodian resident of the U.S. told
how the blood shed at Kent and Jack
son State had cemented the unify be
tween the Cambodian and American
people. She presented the flag of her
then-liberated country as a gift to the
students and said:' 'The people of Cam
bodia will never forget how Americans
rose up against the U.S. invasion of
their country."
What happened at Kent State on that

bloody day ten years ago still holds im
portant lessons for the struggle here in
the U.S.
For one thing, Kent taught people

something about the vicious nature of
the imperialist enemy. While every
year, the bourgeois press sums up the
murders at Kent as "blatant violations
of civil rights," what was actually re
vealed was the fact that their rule is no

thing but. capitalist rf/r/fl/ors/i/p and ul
timately rests on naked force. Kent
State was a vivid example of how, as
Lenin pointed out, even in the "free-
est," "most democratic" capitalist
countries, the state with its armed en
forcers is nothing less than a machine
for the suppression of one class by ano
ther and that, when necessary, the capi
talists will not hesitate for a moment to
unleash their apparatus of violence and
coercion—in this case the National
Guard—to subjugate by force any who
would challenge them regardless of for
mal "civil rights." •
For four days after Nixon's an

nouncement of the invasion on April
30, the students at Kent went right up in
the face of U.S. imperialism. Instead of
burying their no.ses in their books, on
May Day they took to the streets of
Kent, setting bonfires and trashing
banks—symbols of the U.S. imperial
ist's world plunder. On May 2, they
torched the ROTC building on campus
and prevented firemen from reaching it
until it had burned to the ground. That
night as Ohio Governor Rhodes or
dered in the National Guard, the
students defied a nighttime curfew,
roaming the campus and clashing with
the troopers. Some were wounded by
bayonets and a number of Guardsmen
were also injured by flying rocks and
bottles as the battle continued into the
following night.
On the morning of May 4th, a rally

was held on the school Commons at
noon. As 3,000 people gathered, the
students were shouting "Strike!
Strike!" and furiously ringing the cam
pus Victory Bell at the bottom of
Blanket Hill, a hill that was soon to live
in infamy. The authorities drove up and
ordered the demonstrators to disperse.
At one point a line of Guardsmen even
knej/and pointed their rifles t^ctly at
some students in an attempt ro intimi

date them—a foreboding sign of what
was to follow. But the students held
their ground, refusing to obey. The
Guard began lobbing tear gas, but the
students were picking up the burning
cannisters with -handkerchiefs and
throwing them back in their faces. Even
as the Guard prepared to open fire,
some demonstrators were shouting their
defiance from as close as 15 yards.
When the Guard opened fire at 12:24

p.m., Shockwaves reverberated across
the U.S. Kent State became a battle cry
on the lips of thousands, and students
around the country rose up, forcing col
lege and university administrations to
close the schools for the semester, deal

ing a powerful blow to the U.S. rulers'
plans to continue th^war in Indochina.
At first the government attempted to

deny any wrongdoing in the Kent shoot
ings. But when it became clear that their
flimsy mask of "democracy" was being
torn away, they scurried to portray the
massacre as an "unfortunate mistake,"
a "regrettable tragedy." The Scranton
Commission, appointed by the federal
government to "investigate" the shoot
ings while asserting that "the actions of
some students were violent and crimi
nal" was also forced to conclude in the

face of massive outrage that "the in
discriminate firing of rifles into a crowd
of students an'd the deaths which

followed were unnecessary, unwarrant
ed and Jnexcusable"-^though, of
course, no one was ever convicted in
connection with these calculated mur

ders.

Try as they might, the capitalists were
unable to scrub the blood from their

hands despite their transparent white--
wash. Desperate to bury the persistent
memory of Kent State, in 1977 they be
gan construction of a gym on the site
where the four students were gunned
down. This sparked another wave of
struggle as thousands 'from across the
country converged on KSU in defiance
of court injunctions and university ulti
matums. They tore down the fences
surrounding the construction site and
occupied it with a tent city until 194
were finally arrested. Again in 1978 de
monstrators attacked the fence, driven
off only by riot-clad police laying down
a barrage of tear gas. That Kent re
mains an enduring symbol of resistance
to the crimes of U.S. imperialism was
indicated by the fact that many students
and youth who participated in these ac
tions years later were no- more than
junior high school,students at the lime
of the original shootings.
That every year for the past decade,

the anniversary of the Kent State strug
gle has been commemorated in protests
of one form or another is testimony
that what happened there still points the
way to the future, to the righteous ex
plosions that will blast the landscape of
the U.S. upside down in the '80s.
Though too often it has been the occa
sion for pacifist candlelight vigils, sub
missive mourning, long-winded moral
izing and reformist rhetoric, it is dear
that the capitalists have been unable to
eradicate the revolutionary e.s.sencc of
this powerful struggle that will never be
forgoiientli's right to rebel against im
perialism!

OnMay4, I980as iSOOassembledat
Kent State for a march and rally a new
factor appeared on the scene, capturing
the attention of the crowd with chants

of "We the workers arc here to say.
Give 'em hell on the Fourth of May." It
was a Red Flag Contingent consisting
of revolutionary students, Vietnam
Vets, Iranian students and a small but
significant number of class-conscious
workers. Having seized history by the

. shoulders on May Isi and stepped onto
the political stage, they had come-to up
hold the revolutionary significance of
Kent State. Ten years later, the blood-
red flag of the proletariat waved on the
Kent State campus in tribute to those
who had fallen and an ominous cry

rang in the ears of those responsible for
the massacre: "Give the imperialLsls no
peace! Long live the spirit of Kent and
JacksonState!" —
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Cuban Refugees

Turns Sour
The immigration of tens of thou

sands of Cubans to the United States

(with the permission and the tacit en
couragement of the Castro regime) has
touched off a blizzard of U.S. propa
ganda portraying the migration as a
touching and heroic quest for "freedom
and democracy" and a ringing victory
for the "free world" in its struggle
against "communism." But the ugly
realities behind this massive immigra
tion (which has deposited 25,000
Cubans on U.S. soil by press time and
shows no signs of abating), and the
U.S. maneuverings themselves, provide
a stark and vivid exposure of the hor
rors of imperialism. .
"Defying fierce winds, thousands of

refugees take the freedom ride to
Florida," smirks Time magazine. Presi
dent Caner wishes it to be known that
the United States, "itself a nation of
immigrants," welcomes the Cuban ar
rival "with open hearts and open
arms." Apparently these Cubans are
somehow different from the thousands

of Mexicans who are hounded, harass
ed, arrested by the border police,
beaten and even murdered because they
dare to come to the "nation of immi
grants" in their desperate search for
work; or the millions of other na
tionalities branded as "illegals," sub
ject to jail and deportation at any time,
who hide in fear in the slums of New
York and other big cities. In fact,
however, it is the brute necessities, the
struggle to scratch out a bare living,
that has given rise to this convulsive
migration, of the sort that is so familiar
all throughout the era of imperialism.
The present migration originated last

month when nearly 11,000 Cubans
crashed the gates of the Peruvian em
bassy seeking asylum and emigration
rights. Initially, the Cuban government
made moves to suppress those deman
ding to leave Cuba, but it quickly
shifted gears, adopting what has been
Castro's basic theme ever since; "We

could care less about these lumpen,
these criminals, these anti-socialist
elements; we don't need them. They can
leave, we'll be glad to let them leave."
Castro then scuttled the plan worked
out by the U.S. and its Latin American
allies to carefully allocate a limited
number of Cuban "refugees" to a
number of different countries, in
cluding the U.S. Instead, the Cuban
regime declared the port of Mariel open
to all those who desired to leave the
island, and encouraged Cubans living in
Florida to sail to Mariel and "come and

get 'em-."
The result has been hundreds of

vessels setting out from Key West and
returning from Cuba loaded with
human cargo; now, huge refugee camps
are being set up in Florida, and the
Marines and National Guard have been

called in to keep order; President Carter
has declared southern Florida, where
the Cubans are being processed, to be in
a "state of emergency." Thousands of
Cubans continue to flock to Mariel,
awaiting transport. Estimates of the
total who will eventually make the trip
start at 50,000 and go up from there.

It is quite clear that the Cuban
government, while conducting its
vitriolic propaganda against the
"lumpen scum" desiring to leave "so
cialist Cuba," is actually quite intent on
unloading as many Cubans as possible.
While the revisionist regime or
chestrates patriotic demonstrations
against the emigrants and has instigated
some violent incidents in order to il
lustrate the "outrage of the general
population" at the traitorous behavior
of those wishing to split, Castro's con
temptuous statement, "We don't need
them." absolutely contains a measure
of revealing truth. "We can't use
them" would be more accurate. Cuba's
economy, for years twisted and
distorted first fay the U.S. and now by

the Soviet imperialists, is in an extreme
ly acute crisis, far worse than it has
been in since the 1959 revolution which
overthrew the U.S.-backed Batista

government. Unemployment has reach
ed epidemic proportions. The tobacco
and sugar crops, which still form the
shaky foundation of the Cuban
economy just as they did when the U.S.
ran things, have both failed. Poverty
and actual hunger are spreading
throughout the island. It is not out of
place to draw a parallel between the
current desperate fiight of masses from
Cuba and the huge exodus from Ireland
at the time of the iPotato Famine in the
19th century.
These thousands have suffered the

same fate as the Mexican braceros, the
Haitians, and millions of others of the
many different nationalities who are
uprooted from their homeland by sheer
economic necessity and forced to go to
the imperialist countries that have suck
ed their own countries dry in search of
work. This is a growing phenomenon in
the world today; in West Germany, for
example, practically all of the worst-
paying jobs in the service industries are
held by "guest workers" from poorer
countries. The slums of London are fill

ed with Jamaicans, Pakistanis, Indians,
and peoples from other lands.

Fidel Castro, that contemptible little
cigar-puffing stooge, is now reduced to
attempting to relieve some of the
hunger and misery in Cuba (the product
of his own collaboration in subjugating

his country to Soviet imperialism after
the Cuban people had heroically risen
and thrown off the yoke of U.S.
domination) by allowing the brute
forces of spontaneous economic
necessity to take their course. It is in
deed sickening to watch this servile
lackey hurl insults at those who, in
desperation, feel compelled to leave
their native land in search of a
livelihood wherever they think they
might find it.
The U.S. ruling class and the Carter

administration, meanwhile, find them
selves—as usual—torn between conflic

ting hypocrisies. When the. initial inci
dent of thousands of Cubans demand
ing asylum at the Peruvian embassy
came to light, the U.S. was delighted,
and was quick to flick the "huddled
masses yearning to breathe free" switch
on their propaganda machine. But it
was one thing when it was maybe 2,000
or so carefully screened Cubans who
might come to the U.S., photographed
kissing U.S. soil, being, carefully
reunited with long-lost kin, welcomed
festively in New Jersey, etc. A poten
tially unlimited influx of desperately
poor Cubans, without visas and un
doubtedly containing a large propor
tion of what the immigration service
would consider "undesirables," is ac
tually the last thing the U.S. wants. The
Carter administration, which fears that
the policy of unrestricted acceptance of
all Cuban immigrants will lead to a
wave of demands for similar treatment
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for immigrants from many other coun
tries, waffled for day.s before finally
enunciating on May 6 that the U.S.
would receive all Cubans "with an open
heart and open arms." This line was
finally adopted for a couple of
reasons: one, the political propaganda
accruing to the U.S. as "still the beacon
of freedom to all oppressed" is
valuable, contrasting though it does to
the brutal realities of illegals being
hunted down like dogs in this country.
Two, Carter was confronted with zfait
accompli-, thousands of Cubans were
already here, thousands more were on
the way, and the whole process could
only be halted by a politically suicidal
"crackdown."

At the same time, the media has
begun to play up different aspects to
what is now being termed the "refugee
crisis." The pretense that those clamor
ing for admission to the U.S. arc all
motivated by a deep dedication to the
ideals of the founding fathers, and flee
ing persecution in Cuba for their love of
bourgeois democracy, is gradually be
ing modified with reportage designed to
raise doubts about whether this is so
wonderful after all. The following from
the New York Times is typical:
"The refugees at the hangar seemed

weary and listless today...."
"Half a dozen fist fights have broken

out in the last few days, and sometimes
the refugees have started pushing and
shoving, trying to be the first to get on
board planes and buses."
"There was a report the other day

that some Cuban prostitutes among the
refugees had gone into business behind-
cardboard barriers in the hangars."
The press has also picked up the ru

mor, which may; indeed have some
foundation in fact, that Castro is releas
ing "common criminals" from jail and
ordering them to join the exodus. Clear
ly. public opinion is being prepared for
some future move to cut off the flow
should it prove to become intolera
ble—and certainly to void allowing the
"special case" of the Cubans to set a
precedent for dealing with other waves
of immigration. The Carter administra
tion has already attempted to draw a
distinction between (he Cubans and the

Mexicans and Haitians, acclaiming that
"most of the Haitians and Mexicans are
trying to improve their economic situa
tion and do not face actual persecution
at home."

There is another potential angle to
this affair, however, that is worth

, watching. On May 8, the Cuban press
carried a report that, as summarized by
the New York Times, "The Cuban

government plans to demand substan
tive negotiations to establish normal
diplomatic relations with the U.S. as a
condition for discussing the departure
of 380 Cuban refugees from the Ameri
can diplomatic mission in Havana." In
addition, red carpel treatment, in
cluding the opening of beach and
mountain resorts, has been provided by
the Cuban government for Cuban-
Americans who have come to Havana

to fetch their relatives.
The significance of these moves is

unclear. It is certainly true thai Cuba
remains very firmly under the Soviets'
thumb. Bui neither is it out of the ques
tion, particularly given the grave situa
tion in Cuba today, that Castro would
also seek to esiablish.somc kind of rela
tionship with U.S. imperiali.sm, if he
thought that by so doing he could gain
additional "economic a.ssitance." For
Fidel is the biggest Kusano' in Cuba to
day, and while his training has been in
the service of the Soviet imperialists, by
now he would certainly fit into Batista's

. shoes comfortably as well. n

♦Ousano; a word meaning "worm" wtiich was
used 10 dcwribe pro-U.S. impcrialiM auipicr-
rcvoluiionarie'' who Icfi Cuba al'rcr ilic revolu-
linn.
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Jean-Paul Sartre—playwright,
novelist, essayist, political activist, and
above all the leading representative of
the philosophy of existentialism—died
April 15 in Paris.

Exi.stcniialism grew and flourished,
becoming a social phenomenon, in the
years follow ing World War 2.
In Sartre's hands it became a philo

sophy of rebellion, hut one which al
ways remained profoundly individual
istic. Most of the prominent represen
tatives of cxisientialism became reac

tionaries—from Martin Heidegger in
Germany who found little difficulty re
conciling his philosophy with Nazism,
to Gabriel Marcel in France who push
ed religious mysticism, to Sartre's one
time cohort Albert Camus who became

a virulent anti-communist. Others—
for instance, many U.S. college stu
dents in the early 1960s—embraced it
,for a lime as an expression of rebellion.
"But those who remained rebels and de

veloped their rebellion further beyond
individualism of various kinds passed
^through it on their way to a more ade
quate outlook, revolutionary practice
compelling- them finally to Marxism.
But Sartre, although he became more
politically con.scious. more revolu-
lionary-mindcd, as he grew older,
would not let go of existentialism. In
the 1950s Sartre stood up against the at
tempt by French imperialism to crush
the Algerian people's struggle for their
national liberation, taking some heavy
personal risks in doing so. He was a
strong supporter of the Cuban revolu
tion against U.S. imperialism and in the
1960s he was prominent in the
worldwide opposition to the Vietnam
war. To the end of his life Sartre con

tinued to stand up against oppression,
and his politics remained generally anti-
imperialist (although not invariably, as
shown by his support—much qualified,
but still clear support —for Israel

(v

uij

Existentialism,
Marxism

and

Jean-Paul Sartre
against the national liberation struggle
of the Palestinians).
Thus Sartre lived most of his life

tteicring on the tightrope of fighting
against the outrages of imperialism
without being able or willing to adopt a
revolutionary world-view. He never
made the leap to Marxism, despite some
tentative steps in that direction-
but on the other hand he managed not
to fail off that tightrope into conser
vatism, iquiesccnce, or counter-revolu
tion. A somewhat .strange and intricate
performance—not one to recommend,
but far better than the more common
performance of some who do profess
Marxism but try to drag the red flag of
revolution in the mud.

Although existentialism is no longer
the social phenomenon it once was, and
almost ho one repeats Sartre's balancing
act, existentialism,remains an influence
and an outlook adopted by a certain
number of people, especially among ar
tists and intellectuals. But in the present
historical situation, with the decline of
U.S. imperialism, and with world war
and the possibility of revolution loom
ing on the horizon, its individualist out
look is most likely to go over very
quickly into cynici.sm and despair, or
into mysticism. (Bob Uylan is a good
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case in point. After a very progressive
period he got bitten by existentialism
and degenerated from there into belly-
crawling godliness,)

, Rxi.stcnlialism

•'Life is absurd. It ha.s no inherent

meaning in it.self, but only what you
give it yourself." This is the sentiment
given philosophic expression by exi.stcn-
lialism, which pui.s a great emphasis on
human subjectivity on the individual's
consciousness. This is coupled with an
emphasis on special and extreme situa
tions, such as facing death, which ierk -.
the individual out of (he meaningless
everyday life and produce an experience
which is supposed to reveal more of the"
depths of human existence. This seemed
(0 express the feeling of revolt coupled
with a sen.se of social disintegration, of
the rottenness of established institu
tions—which gripped many, particular
ly among students, in post-war Europe
and the conformist desert of the late-
'50s U.S.

Freedom—anguish—"engagement"
—(commitment)—these are the con
cepts associated particularly with Sartre.
"Man is condemned to be free"—that
was Sartre's watchword. "Condemned,,
because he did not create himself, yet,
in other respects is free; because, once
thrown into the world, he is responsible
for everything he does." {Exisie/uial-
ism. p. 23.) The.idea is that everything
is up for grabs—no god in heaven, .no
devil in hell, no eternal values and no •
timeless truths. Each person has to
create his own values, his own truths,
his own life—and take responsibility
for what he's created.
This was in opposition to the philoso

phy of the Catholic church—a strong
force in France—as well as other reli
gions, It was in opposition to the secu
lar philosophies of eternal truths taught
in the French schools. And it was also
in opposition to the dominant 20ih cen
tury philosophy in Europe, Britain and
the U.S.—positivism. In the 1930s, '40s
and '50s this took the form of "logicaj
positivism," (an arid philosophy of
quasi-mathematical precision which
sought to prevent far-ranging questions
about the world and .society, from even
being asked) mixed with pragmatism—
the philosophy of "whatever works, do
it," which holds that human beings
creare truth through practice, rather
than discovering it. This was the phi
losophy of imperialism, expressing the
imperialists' needs and interests.* Ex
istentialism, on the other hand, is a
philosophy which arose out of the ex
perience and outlook of a certain sec
tion of the petty bourgeois iniclleciuais
and siudcni.s. It expressed the dual ten
dencies of this siraium—revolt against
the domination of the imperialists on
the one hand, but also the tendency to
individualism and the subjeeiivisi out
look of this group. That comes from
their objective position in society,
which allows them a certain "freedom"
(in comparison to the wage-slave chain
ed to a job) but still brings them into
conflict at times very sharply with the
ruling class and the absurdities in which
capitalism has imprisoned all ofj^deiy.

Further, existentialism offers a vivid
example of how the petty bourgeoisie,
this middle class, is caught in the mid
dle, feeling' (hat it can't live with
capitalism but can't live without it,
often not liking the present but seeing
no hope for the future. Exisieniialisni is
a philosophy of revolt against the esta
blished institutions and values, but a
philosophy without anything mueh to
put in their place, a philosophy without

any sense of the forward movement of '
history, of the solidarity and struggle of
the masses of people, or of hope for the
future. It sees human beings a.s free,
yes, but also (and in fact because of
this), forlorn, abandoned in the world,
in anguish and in despair. It is a philo
sophy of both rebellion and despair.
Why should freedom bring despair?

Because this freedom was not seen as ■

having any material basis in the world.

Freedom

Freedom for Sartre simply consists in
the fact that human consciousness can

,(and in fact must) constantly define
itself by negating what is in the world,
and a person's own past, and projecting
itself toward a non-existent future.
Thus freedom is a negation (Sartre says a
"nihilation") of the past and present,
and a movement toward the future. It is

in terms of this "upsurge," as Sartre
calls it, thai the world is organized
around the individual.
For instance, this is how Sartre ap

proaches (he question of why people re-'
bel against oppre.ssion:

"If i.s on the day that we can conceive of
a different state of affairs that a new
light falls on our troubles and our suf
fering and that we decide that these are
unbearable Therefore this suffering
can not be in itself a motive for [a per
son's] acts. Quite the contrary, it is
after he ha.s formed the project of
changing the .situation that it will ap
pear intolerable to him. This means that
he will have had to give himself room,
to withdraw in relation to it, and will
have to have effected a double nihila

tion: on the one hand, he must posit an
ideal state of affairs as a pure present
nothingness; on'the other handjhe must
posit the actual situation as nothingness
in relation to this state of affairs."
(Being and Nblhingness, p. 435.)

There is a truth that Sartre grasps
here. Freedom and change involve
negation of what is the case at pre
sent—there is this sort of "nihilation."

But where does this negation come
from? For Sartre it is a pure sponta
neous creation of consciousness; indivi
dual con.sciousness negaie.s the present
and create.s another possibility toward
which it tries to move.

To this, contrast what Mao said:

It is only when there is class struggle
that there can be philosophy... .The
oppressors oppress the oppressed, while
the oppre.ssed need to fight back and
seek a way out before they start looking
for philosophy. It is only when people
took this as their starting-point that
(here was Marxism-Leninism, and that
they discovered philosophy." (Chair
man Mao Talks lo the People, pp. 212-
213).

In other words, it is not conscious
ness which i.s primary,, but prac
tice—r\oi ideas, but interaction with the
world, aiiempling to change it. Theory
sums up practice and in turn .serves
practice. After correct theory has been
developed (out of practice and not as a
spontaneous creation of consciousnes.s),
it can then be u.sed to guide prac
tice—thus giving scope and initiative to
the dynamic role of human consciou-s-
ncss.

Further (and closely related with
this), what Sartre also cannot see is the
fact thai if coasciousness can grasp this
negation of the present and this possi
bility for the future, it is because nega
tion and po.ssibility exist within the pre
sent, within material reality itself. Mat
ter, material reality, contains contradic
tions within itself—it's made up o( con
tradictions, in fact—and human free
dom consists in grasping through prac
tice and thought the actual contradic
tions in the world, and then using this
grasp, this understanding, to change the
world.
"The splitting of a single whole and

the cognition of its contradictory
pans.. .is the essence.. .of dialectics."
(Lenin, Collected Works. Vol. 38, p,
359.) The key to understanding
everything' in its real movement and
change, is to understand it dialectically,
that is as a unity of opposites. a contra
diction. All reality—from nature, lo
society, to the brain—is one form or
another of matter in motion. Sartre,
however, thinks: "One can readily ac
cept this dialectic in the realm ot
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jetting into Zaire on May 2, Pope
John Paul 2 started off his latest ex
pedition with the usual humble ground-
kissing ceremonies. "I come as a man
of religion, 1 come as a messenger of
peace." And as usual, the western pre,ss
ooh'ed and aah'ed over having found
such a vigorous spokesman for western
"spiritual values." For the umpteenth
time the bourgeois press raved that here
is a man whose "spirituality" can grap
ple with atheistic ideology for the
loyalties of the poor- and starving.
Tenderly, the New York Times painted
a picture of how "legless beggars crawl
ed between the legs of others to wave
their rags in welcome." A fitting image
of that Africa which Catholicism props
up!

Like his previous pilgrimages to
Latin America. Poland and the U.S.,
the Pope's is an urgent mission—and he
wasted no time bringing his message to
the faithful. In Zaire, the Pope
mounted an ebony throne to preside
over a five-hour mass, which on his in
sistence was not conducted in any
African language, but in Latin (the
language of the Vatican) and in French
(the language of the French and Belgian
colonialists who have dominated Zaire

for a century). In Kenya, the Holy
Father held a special mass for young
people when he heard that revolu
tionary political agitation was going on
among students and pointedly attacked
"atheism"—a symbolic reference to the
growing challenges to western neo
colonialism from both the Soviet forces
and genuine revolutionary movements.,
"An atheistic ideology can never be the
moving and guiding force for advanc
ing the wellbeing of individuals." noted
J.P.
For thirty years the Catholic Church

has been holding its own in an Africa
awash with nationalism and cosmetic
decolonization. In fact, it is one
Western institution that has grown and
transformed it.self into a powerful pillar
of the neo-colonial system of Central
Africa. Based on the network of mis
sionary schools that have a stranglehold
on education in several African coun
tries. the Catholic Church has grown,
from 12 million to 50 million in the
same thirty years that overt Western
control of colonies has been replaced by
a whole system of puppet regimes. The
Catholic Church has been a vigorous
and enthusiastic participant in the pro
cess of pasting an ebony- veneer onto
colonialism. There arc now 16,000
Catholic priests in Africa, and 36,000
missionaries, more than ever before.

In the course of this cosmetic
decolonization, the Catholic Church
has itself undergone a process of "flex
ibly" absorbing and reinforcing every
reactionary and mystical remnant of
tribal Africa. In Zaire, for example.
Catholic masses are often conducted by
priests dressed in traditional zebra-
mane headdresses. Just as Catholicism
creatively incorporated pre-Christian
European religions by allowing worship
of local "saints," so in Africa, the
Mother Church has been open minded
enough to allow ancestor and spirit
worship to merge with the usual devo
tions to Holy Virgins. There has even
been tactic consent given to polygamy
among the supposedly chaste priests.

In one sense, the Pope's whirlwind

Bwana John Paul Crusades
Into Africa

iWhen You See the Crossg
the Gun Ain't Far

Behind

tour of Africa marks the end of a
period for Catholicism in Africa. Up,
until now the task has been to survive as
an institution,"and to play a role in con
necting the "emerging nations" of Cen
tral Africa to the European and U.S.
imperialists by a thousand intellectual
and economic threads. In that process

certain concessions to "Africani
zation" were allowed. Now the world is
barreling into international confronta
tion between the U.S. and the Soviet.s,
and as a result, the mes.sage of the Pope
is that it is time to haul in the nets,
tighten up discipline in the Holy See,
and actively forge the church into more
of a "spiritual" combat organization
for the confrontations ahead. Discip
line and dogma have been stressed at
every stop, meaning' loyalty to the
political and ideological baton in the
Vatican. The point of the French mass
in Zaire was that while a little Africani
zation is OK, it is important not to
."forget exactly whose interests dominate
here.

While stressing orthodoxy to the

priests, and anti-conjmuni.sm to the
masses, the Pope has engaged in a
round of fence-mending with pro-
Western but non-Catholic forces in the

area, working patiently to prop up
every possible ally of "Western civiliza
tion." Meetings were held with
Anglican clergy and Western diplomats
to mesh strategies. Negotiations were
held with Zaire's puppet ruler Mobutu,
who has spent a decade demagogically
"cleansing" his country of superficial „
imperialist culture while religiously pro
tecting the direct imperialist invest
ment. Mobutu,.high priest of "Africa
nization," personally greeted the Pope
at the airport and sat humbly through
the 5-hour mass, showing clearly that
he knows what side of the bread the
butler is on.

The six countries of the Pope's trip
(Zaire, Congo, Kenya, Ghana, Upper
Volta. and Ivory Coast) were hardly
chosen by accident. Together with non-
.Catholic Nigeria, they encompas.s the
core of Western imperialist strength in
rcniral Africa, the staging areas for

Zionist Biker Bites the Dust
In the late 1940s the Palestinians were

forcibly driven from Palestine and the
Zionist settler state of Israel was esta

blished as the "stronghold" of U.S. im
perialism in the Middle East. But from
the Stan Palestinian people have waged
a righteous battle to regain their home
land and have battered U.S. imperial
ism and its puppet state of Israel on all
sides. The U.S., for its part, has not on
ly waged a relentless campaign to smash
the Palestinian struggle, but has gone
all out to create favorable public opi
nion for their creature Israel and the
war of annihilation it has waged against
the Palestinian people.
Over the years, the Palestinians have

been portrayed as "blood-crazed Jew
haters" similar to Hitler's Nazis, while
the fascist Zionists have been painted as
long suffering people of light and jus
tice who have, over some 20 centuries
or more been searching for their free

dom. The most recent descendants of
Moses made headlines on May 3rd
when world-wide rcpon.s appeared de
tailing yet another "terrorist atrocity"
committed by the Palestinian people in
the city of Hebron on the West Bank.
According to news reports. Pale.stinian
gunmen mowed down 5 innocent reli
gious siudems on their way between
two religious shrines. Listed among
those killed wa.s an American immi
grant to Israel, Eli Hazecz,
Upon closer investigation, however,

an innocent religious student Eli Ha-
zeez, turns out to be one James Mahon,
a long-time rabid fa-scisi. Mahon, the
son of a U.S. Army colonel and
religious nut. attended military aca
demies in the U.S. He had gone to Viet
nam back in the '60s as a sniper in the
lOlsi Airborne—compelled, as he put
it, by "an overwhelming desire to kill
communists." In fact, his desire was so

ovcrwheltning that Mahon continued to
voluntce'r for combat duty despite the
fact that, among other things, he had
his thumb blown off, a bullet in his
lungs, and all of his teeth shattered hy
hand grenades. After his tour in Viet
nam, Mahon continued his illustrious
career in the Vipers Motorcycle gang in
Washington, D.C. where he wa.s affec
tionately know as "Cra/y James," In
early 1974. Mahon's love for U.S.
imperialism drove him to convert to Ju
daism and emigrate to Israel where he
could once again be on the front linc.s.
According to one friend, "He wa.s over
come emotionally by the 1973 October
war, and the fighting if}^iinci came out
again." Once in Israel Cra/y Jim, now
known as Eli Ha/.ec/ (Hebrew rot-
Wolf), continued to distinguish himself
by his zealous attacks on the Palestinian
people, in the last 6 years, Mahon pat-ti-
dpaied in the 1978 Israeli invasion of

any confrontation with the Soviet
footholds in the southern tip of the con
tinent and on the eastern horn. Tem
poral head of the strongest imperialist
institution in Central Africa, the Pope
is obviously rallying the troops, han
ding out assignments and patching up
alliances.

Throughout the hi.siory of Africa, the
sight of a cro,ss meant that guns were
not far behind. Close on the tail of the
pious mi.ssionaries to the heathens came
the body-snatchers of the slave trade,
and behind them the imperialist expedi
tionary armies, moistened by holy
water, fighting it out with each other in
the periodic wars to divide and redivide
Africa. The appearance of John Paul 2
marks the intensification of the con
tradictions in Africa, a continent where

(he Soviet.s have been making headway.
The Pope is an imperialist politician

sensing thai time is riiiining out in his
•race to ideologically prepare his flock
for major war. He may have billed his
little .safari as a "mission of peace," but
this bwana came hunting bear. I i

Lebanon, attempted to assassinate a
PLO official, joined in on vigilante
raids on Palestinian homes and vieiou.s_
beatings of the re.sidcnis and con
tinually pressed to he able to rcenlisi in
the Israeli army, even offering to serve
at half pay for the privilege, Politically.
Mahon was a sort of super-
faseisi—while he wholeheartedly sup
ported the Jewish Defense League and a
number of "ultra nationalist" groups

"on the West Bank, he was quoted as
saying that these group.s "were not radi
cal enough."

While Mahon's death has no doubt
caused some grief in Zioni.st
circles—the loss of even one such mag
got should be eelebraied by the people.
Moreover, - the revelations about the
"life" of this "religious student" give a
glimpse of the real nature of U.S. im
perialism and its friends. I '
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Sartre
Coatinued from page 6

ideas... [Bui] ruaiicr is characicri/.ed by
i(s inertia. This means thai it is in

capable of producing anything by it.self.
It~ts a vehicle of movements and of
energy, and it always receives these
movements and this energy from
without." (LUcrury ami Philosophical
Essays, p. 204.)

Because Sartre couldn't .sec the possi
bility of contradiction within maierial
reality in genera!, he thought that ncga-
lion can only be introduced into the
world through human consciousness
and he failed to sec how matter and
consciousness are a uniiy of opposites
' and can transform into each other. Not
only does consciousness come from
matter (the brain and. more broadly,
-social experience) but consciousness can
become a powerful Ibrce in changing
the maierial world. Freedom was for

Sartre simply the ability (indeed the tie-
eessity) which human beings have to in
troduce this negation, to "nihilate"
maierial reality through thought. Bui
this means that freedom has no material
basis. It becomes merely ideal. It means
that people can stand back in thought,
"withdraw in relation to" their situa

tion and think of. hope for, plan for
something diffcrcni—but these plans
and projects have no foundation in the
material world. Rather than seeing
human freedom as the understanding of
necessity—of the real eoniradietions in
herent in reality and their motion—and
the changing of reality on the basis of
that understanding, Sartre sees freedom
as the attempt to escape from neecssiiy.
to introduce a "nihilation" into the
necessity of matter, to simply negate
necessity. But since this negation is
ideal, purely a creature of conscious
ness, ilicre is no basis for the trans-
formaiion of necessity. For Sartre,
freedom is not the ability to actually
change the world, but the ability to
want' to change the world.
"Humanity is condemned to free

dom," says Sartre, That is. each person
must create all values and decide his
own attitude toward the world. Thus re
bellion against domination by the
norms of all established institutions i.s
the only honest ai^d auihemie approach
to life, since all arc trying to force peo
ple into a /jredefiniiion of what they are
and should do. For it's an individual.rc-
bellion, with no consciousness of the

• necessary connection with other people,
and no basis in I he objective situation.

• Thus it is at the .same time a rcaii/ation
of fortornncss and despair.

Polllles '

Rebellion and. despair. This con
tradiction necessarily characterized Sar
tre's polities. World War 2 catapulted
him into political life, in the French
army, captured by the Germans in
1940, released after a year (France hav
ing been defeated in the mcaniime), he
returned to Paris to write plays, to write
philosophy (Bcinn am! Naihinyncss in
1943). and to work in the underground
resistance to the German occupation.
A time of tremendous upheaval and

devastation in Europe. What did it
mean, what were the great historical
forces at work, what were the historical
possibilities? The answers were by no
means clear to Sarirc and many like
him. But it was clear thai the institu
tions and personages that had ruled the
old Franco were thoroughly rotten and
despicably, and thai Nazism, with
which the bulk of the old ruling class
was collaborating so readily, was an evil
horror, it was clear that it was right to
rcsi-st and for the people to take the
future into their own bands. The world
was absurd, incomprehensible, it .seem
ed. but yet one must take action and
thereby give nicaning to It.
The Resistance in general had the

clear aim of transforming French socie
ty after the war. but wiihoui having a
clear revolutionary perspective. This
should have been provided by the
French C'omniuniM Party, the strongest
single political group within the
Resistance and in postwar France. But
the French CP. rather than giving
revolutionary leadership, capitulated to
the bourgeoisie, insirueiing the
Resistance militia to disarm after the

German occupiers had been driven out.
and making no effort whai.socvcr to
even raise the issue of revolution.

Rather, pursuing the putrid aspiration
of participation in a bourgeois govcrn-
mem as their highest aim, the CP was
instrumental not only in betraying the
revolutionary stirrings of the people as
the war ended, but in rcstabilizing the
capitalist economy through a massive
effort on the CP's pan to get workers
to produce more and not to engage even
in economic struggle with the capital
ists.
As in t-hc ease of the CP in (his coun

try, the reformist and conciliatory
posture of the French CP did not spare it
from attack. The French bourgeoisie,
along with the U.S. rulers who were
tightening their hold on their junior im
perialist parttier.s in Europe, found too
much danger in a party that claimed
adherence to Marxism-Leninism (even if
it wa.sn'i carrying it out) and which con
tained large numbers of revolutionary-
minded workers, as well as in the con
nection of the party with the Soviet
Uriion, then still a socialist country and
the object of sharp attack coordinated
by U.S. imperialism. In France, as in the
U.S., the early 1950s saw a big wave of
anti-communism stirred up by the ruling
class. To his crcdft, Sartre refused to
give in to this. He broke with some of his
friends and associates', including both
Camus and Merleau-Poniy, who were
becoming anii-communisi, and he
him.self moved to a closer position of
support for the CP. He later summed up
his conclusions at that time as follows:

"An anti-communist is a rat. I couldn't
see any way out of that one, and I never
will.... In the name of tho.sc principles
which it had inculcated into me. in the
name of its humanism and of its 'hu
manities,' in the name of liberty,
equality, fraternity, I swore to the bour-,
•gcoisic a haired which would, only die"
with me." {Silnalions. p. 287)

E.s.seniially this remained Sartre's
political stance—that of a radical
bourgeois democrat. In politics, any
.triorc than in philosophy, existentialism
did not offer a means of getting beyond
the confines of bourgeois ideology. Sar
tre was able to stick to the viewpoint of .
radical democrat with a rare consistcn-
cy—an individual stand against opprcs-
sicin—but he could not sec the laws of
development of history, and how the
forces and contradictions within the
present situation will iransforni and
revolutionize society. He i;ould sec the
righincss of rebellion, and emphasized
the individual's conscious role, but
could not see how conscious rebellion
fan change the world through acting on'
an understanding of the world's real
material eoniradietions.
This came out in Sartre's rclaiioir to

the events of May 1968, which saw a
tremendous eruption of revolt in
France, beginning among the students
and spreading to the working class.
Many radical groups emerged among
the students, while the French Com
munist Party played a treacherous and
counter-revolutionary role. Sartre was
greatly affected, as he said later, by (he
emergence of "a powerful force to the
left of the CP." He became a staunch
supporter of the "new left" which
arose, at one point (in a famous inci-
deni) taking on the editorship of a ban
ned newspaper whose previous editors
had been jailed in order, as lie said, "to
protect the freedom of tlte revolu
tionary press." Bui this remained his
role-an independent supporter, tillable
10 give theoretical guidance to the
movement, which was moving toward
Marxism, not existentialism, as the
only theory capable of guiding rcvolti-

.  lioiiary practice.

Marxism and Kxislonlialism

It was not that Sarirc consciously or
cxpliciily put himself against Marxism.
In fact, beginning in the 1950s, he
sought to adopt Marxism, but al the
same time to inject existentialism into
Marxism. He called existentialism
"...a para.sitieal .system living on the
margin of [Marxism], which at first it
opposed but into which today it seeks to
be. integrated." {Search for a Method,
p.8)

.Sartre thought that Marxism can ex
plain history and society overall, hut

not individuality—i\ cannot . .grasp
the process which produces the person
and 'his product inside a class and
within a given society at a given
historical moment." {.Search for a
Method, p. 56) There are historical
reasons why Sartre should have thought
that Marxism—or rather, what was be
ing passed off as Marxism—had no
place for the role of the individual. In
large part, in the theory and practice of
the French Communist Party, what he
was displayed as "Marxism" was
nothing but a degraded and revisionist
caricature of this revolutionary science.
Masquerading as Marxism was a form
of mechanical materialism, which took
the attitude that everything was "in the
cards," already determined, which held
that, in the words of Lenin's biting
characterization, "That struggle is:
desirable which is possible, and the
struggle which is possible is that which
"is going on at the given moment." (Al
though such a viewpoint is also quite
capable of condemning even the strug
gle w'h'ich is going on if ii shows signs of
getting "out of hand" and becoming
revolutionary.)
However, the answer to mechanism

and lailism i.s not petty-bourgeois in
dividualism. But this is what Sartre
sought to "inject." The contribution of
existeniialisni to Marxism, he says, is
that "...into the universality of con
cepts, it wants to rciniroduce the unsur
passable singularity of the human ad
venture." {Search for a Method, p.
176) This "unsurpas.sabie singularity."
this irreducible individuality, is for Sar
tre the foundation upon which classes,
societies arid history are built. He can
not sec that, as Marx put it. the human
being is "... not only a social animal,
but an animal that can be individuated

only within society," and that in fact
this idea of the "free" atomized detach

ed individual is a creation of capitalism,
for "in this society of free competition
the individual seems detached from the
natural tics, etc., which in earlier
historical epochs make him an ap
purtenance of. a particular, limited
human conglomeration." {Introduc
tion to a Conlrihuiinn in the Critique of
Political Economy, pp. 10, 9) History
and capitalist society create the idea,
and the reality, of the '-'free" in
dividual; but instead of seeing it as their
product. Sarirc makes this individual
the beginning and origin of history and
society.

Further, Sartre has by no means
grasped the actual role of the individual
in history. His ju.siification for sup
posedly giving Marxism an injection of
exisieniialism is that Marxism sup
posedly has no place for the indi
vidual's dynamic and particular role.
What Lenin says in the following quo
tation (which is from a passage imme
diately following what's quoted from
[.cnin above) is a good rejoinder:

"But this is a slander of Marxism; it

means turning Marxism into the carica
ture held up by ih6 Narodniks in their
struggle against us. it means belittling
the initiative and energy of class-
conscious fighters, whereas Marxism,
on the contrary, gives a gigantic im

petus to The initiative and energy of the
SocialiDcmocrat (Communist—/? 1*0,
opens up for him the widest perspec
tives, and (if one may so express it)
places at his disposal the mighty force
of many millions of workers 'sponta
neously' rising for the struggle."

Marxism unleashes the individual to
actually play a part in making history
and reshaping reality. But it docs this
on (he basis, not of a glorification of
the individual as .such (^ la existential
ism), but of understanding the real rela
tion of the individual to material and
.social reality.
The individual is not very important

at all simply as an individual, it is fun
damentally the masses that make histo
ry, and .social forces work themselves
out through necessary law.s, not

through individual spontaneity or
caprice.' Individuals act in the last
analysis as representatives of cla.sscs,
and human practice in general is essen
tially social, not individual. Yet the in
dividual can become more than ju.si an
object tossed about and submerged by
the forces of history through a process
of understanding the dynamics of these
social forces and helping to unleash and
guide them on the basis of that under
standing. It is thus that Marxism, in
Lenin's words, "gives a gigantic im
petus" to the initiative of the individ
ual—the individual class-conscious
fighter and communist who can grasp
and ap^ly the moving dynamic of the
laws of history-and through this revo
lutionary understanding and practice
"places at his disposal the mighty force
of many millions of workers 'sponta
neously' rising for the struggle." It is
the existentialist individualist who, in
contrast—and despite whsftever inten
tions and desires—becomes the object
acted upon by forces he cannot under
stand,-thus providing the basis for a flip
from individual revolt into nihilism,
cynicism, or capitulation.

Sartre, unlike most other existen
tialists, did not make this flip. But
toward the end of his life he drifted,
stymied by the deceptive political-social
quiet of the '70s and the irresoluble
contradictions of his philosophy, thus
allowing, for instance, the N.Y. Times
to characiei'ize him at death as . .a
rebel with a thousand causes, a modern
Don Quixote... .an ance.stor figure
whose generative co'nceptions had lost
their force." Yes—in many ways a fail
ure. Yet the pVoleiarial will remember
him—critically, of course—but warm
ly. in contrast to iho.se vile traitors in
France and elsewhere during this period
who had .some understanding of Marx
ism and leadership in the working class,
and who betrayed it all for a few
crumbs.

Sartre's life was overall a failure, it is

true, in terms of his goals of under
standing the world and becoming him
self a revolutionary, but it was not (to
(ise the phrase-with which he once de
scribed mankind) "a useless passion."□
•For more on positivism and pragmat
ism See "Against Pragmatism:
Bourgeois Philosophy 'Made in
U.S.A.", "TheComiiiunisi, Vol. 2, No.
2 (Summer/Fall 1978), pp." 12-17,
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Ruling Ranks

Tighten as

Vance Fails Out
The rcsignaiion of Sccroary ol' Siaic

Cyrus Vanec, and his rc-plsecmciii wiih
Seiiaior Edmund Muskie, reprcscnisyci
anoiher stop in the lightening up oT the
U.S. imperialist leadership in prepara
tion for war with their aci-alikc rivals in
the Soviet Union. While the Vance re

signation has been explained as either
the result of a power struggle with
Pre.sidcni Carter's National Security
Advisor, Zbignicw Br/e/inski, or a
result ofVans'c's personal disagreement
over the embassy raid fiasco in Iran, the
fact is that Vance had come to represent
an overall foreign policy which no
longer corrcspond.s to the actual
necessities of U.S. imperialism.
There has also been some attempt lo-

portray Vance as a "dove" in contrast
with the "hawk" Br/ezinski. But this

"dove" has a long history of service to
(he bloodiest exploits of U.S. im
perialism. In the 1950s. Vance was call
ed from the Walt Street law firm of
Simson, Thatcher and Bartlcti to serve
as counsel, to a Congressional commit
tee investigating America's "military
preparedness." .During I.yndoh
•lohnson's administration. Vance serv

ed as general counsel to the army and as
an Undersecretary of Defense during
the height of the Vietnam War. And in
1%5 he landed in the Dominican '
Republic, right behind the U.S. Air
borne Division sent in to occupy the
country and prop up a military junta
that had seized power.
But following the defeat of U.S. im

perialism in Vietnam and the rise of
Soviet political and military strength.
Vance became a chief spokesman for
overall U.S. policy vis a vis the Soviets; .
Vance was thus a great bcficvcr- in the
SALT talks and detente. Bui this view
corresponded to a temporary state of :
conditions in the world, conditions irr

which the Soviet Union had grown loo
powerful to be pushed around as it had
been by Kennedy during the Cuban
missile crisis, but not yet quite strong
enough to contest straight up with the
U.S. for world hegemony.
As these conditions began to pass

away, so did the logic of Vance's
policies. The SALT agreements became
only new targets in an escalating arms
race, a mutual agreement to scrap ob
solete weapons in favor of new ones.
And now. with the revolution in Iran
and the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
the Vance school of "conllict manage-
mcnl"—a diplomacy characteristic of a
now-departed era when the U.S. was
undisputed king of the imperialist, dung
heap—must give way to "conflict and
confrontation."

hi contrast to Vance's scries of

negotiations with.European allies to ar
range sanctions again.si the Soviet
Union, Brzezinski responded to the
Soviet, invasion of Afghanistan by
rtishing to Pakistan to be photographed
scanning the Afghan countryside
through binoculars. "Maybe it will
start here." Zbig quipped to reporters.
It was a scene reminiscent of John
Foster Dullcs's "inspection" of the
38lh parallel a few weeks before the
start of the Korean War.

The .seriousness of the escalation of

events and the sharp ncw-ncce.s.siiies for
the ruling class were brought home by
Vance's abrupt resignation and a very
embarrassing moment for Carter.
Vance had in fact already been eased
out of the key decision-making role.
The April 11 decision to go ahead with
the raid on Iran was made without

Vance's knowledge while he was out of
town on a vacation. When he got back
and found outs he sent his letter of

resignation to Carter and prepared lo
go back to Wall Street whence he camc.

While Senator Muskie has been wide

ly identified in the past with the basic
policies of Vance (Vance was Muskie's
foreign policy advisor when he ran for
president in 1972), Muskie has made it
clear that he has learned his lesson and

is now prepared to do what has to be
done to defend the U.S. empire. While
Mu.skic was the floor manager for the
1973 War Powers Act which supposedly
prevents the presideivi from sending
U.S. troops abroad in hostile action
without first consulting Congress, he
now sings a different tune. On the Iran
raid, he .said, "I believe the president
had the authority and the responsibility
to.. .develop it as an option and carry
it out at such time as his best judgment
dictated...-wc cannot rule out the use

of any appropriate means which might
end the confrontation and.bring sanity
back to Iran."

Muskie. having long becri a supporter
of detente and SALT (and thus widely,
if incorrectly, identified as being on the
left side of the "dove"/"hawk" con
tinuum). is now in a position of being
able to posture as "a reasonable man
pushed beyond the limit of endurance"
by the nasty Russians. Iniervicwcd in
January about the views of those who
pushed for accommodation with the
Soviet Union, he .said "Wc feel
bciraycci, used — "
The point to be learned from ail this

frantic cabinet-shuffling is that it is not
the "statesmen" who shape policy, but
rather the necessities of the imperialists
that shape staicsmcn in a system which
is driven toward war for its very stir-

vival. I '
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Party, attempted to reduce the entire
protest to a plea for illu.sory detente and
disarmament, spreading fairy tales in a
world where mammoth imperialist war
blocs are careening toward collision and
where only revolution offers the
possibility of either avoiding or ending

.this world war ir, the ir.tcrcsts of the
masses of people. Huge sections of the
demonstrators broke with this feeble

reformism, and fought militanily to
take the stadium and disrupt the
ceremony. For all practical purposes,
the demonstration became two separate
actions. As thousands of radical youth,
many wearing helmets and face scarves,
fought the cops back and forth across
the streets, their chants targeted not on
ly the accelerating war preparations,
but to a considerable extent the system
itself. Chants of "Screw the Slate!"
were particularly popular as youth
charged into police-manned high-
pressure water hoses.

According to bourgeois reports, 250
riot police and 40 demonstrators were
injured.

In., the aftermath of the battle in
Bremen, all of West Germany is buzz
ing with debate. The bourgeois media
has whipped itself into its usual "anti-
terrorist" frenzy, trying desperately to
link the actions in Bremen with the cap
ture in Paris the same day of two Ger
mans charged with bombings. The press
has been filled with barely veiled calls
for the suppression of any internal op
position to the war moves.
The bourgeoisie in West Germany

has every reason to be worried. First
hand reports to the RiV made it clear
that the militant call made in Bremen

on May 6 to resist war preparations has
fallen on very fertile ground, and that it
immediately sparked broad enthusiasm
throughout (he country, especially

among the youth. Twice in three
generations, the German people have
beeii dragged along as imperialist war
blocs'squared off on the plains of cen
tral Europe and hurled millions of men
at each other's throats. No one can
overlook the fact that West Germany is
once again on the front lines of a world
war, the planned battle ground for
swarms of tanks and first expected
ground-zero for the growing stockpiles
of nuclear weapons. The problem of
how to rally the West German people to
■yet another imperialist "war' has oc
cupied center stage in West German
bourgeois political debates for some
time. Without an enthusiastic,
militarized and united West Germany,
the entire U.S. military bloc is in serious
trouble. Not only is West Germany on
the front lines of the confrontation, but
it is also the most economically power
ful, financfally sound and politically
stable imperialist country on the conti
nent. It is the keystone of the entire
NATO alliance.

In one graphic demonstration, the
West German youth have shown the
quicksand that West German politicdl
"stability" rests on. The illusions of a
generation of economic growth crumble
in the face of the nightmare of world
war that the bourgeoisie is forced to
confront the masses with. The very
preparations the bourgeoisie must make
for war, to resolve their international
crisis, draw thousands into struggle
against them, and awaken forces to
challenge their system.

Thanks to the militant actions of the
youth of West Germany, a major state
ment of war preparations has been
turned into its exact opposite. A fuse of
opposition to the capitalist war plans
has been Jit, their public ofinion cam
paign has been challenged. Both revolu
tionaries and reactionaries have taken
note of the fact that many of the same
youth firing flare guns to disrupt the
mass induction will soon be inducted
themselves and will have automatic
rifles thrust into their hands. □
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Taking the Pulse of May Day
In ihe few days sini:c the historic Rc-

voiuiionary May Day 1980 demonstra
tions. the PH'has received a number of
reports that begin to flesh out more of
what actually went down on that day at-
ihe demonstrations and more broadly
at various workplaces and throughout
society. Some of these reports are
published in various forms in this sec
tion While ihese. reports, are still scat
tered and initial, representing only the
tip of an enormous iceberg, they
already confirm and deepen the analysis
rnade in the last issue of the RIV (May

5. 1980). that amidst sharp and intense
cta.ss struggle a tremendous leap svas
made on May Firsj, 1980 as the U.S.
working class exploded onto the
political stage, ihat-literally millions of
not only workers but of other classes
had their heads turned by this historic
political event, and that the actions of
the working class and others oppressed
by the U.S. imperialists on this day
dramatically illustrate the potentially
inexhaustible revolutionary enthusiasm
of the masses of people in this country
(a potential that could have been tapped
even more by the class-conscious
forces).

Reports like those that have begun to
conic in arc key to making the kind of
assessment and summation of May Day
thai is needed to hoih more accurately
gauge the breadth and depth of the
qualitative leap toward the goal of
revolution made on May First. It is
largely through distributing the Red
Flag editions of the Reeoliilionary
If^'orker—••waging the fierce battle
against the bourgeoisie on the summa
tion of May First, 1980,"-as it was put
in the last issue of the RH^. that new
and deeper knowledge of the profound
and truly awesome effect of May First
on the political scene in this country is
being obtained. In other words, it is on
ly through political agitation (both the
RW directly and secondarily spoken
agitation) that the real vivid and rich
story of this profound advance can be

learned. Reports like those contained in
this issue and previous Lssues are in turn
essential in further waging the battle to
not only correctly sum up May Day but
even more to more deeply grasp where
things are at in relation to ac
complishing our revolutionary goal. As
Bob Avakian has said, . .agitation is
decisive in gauging where the movement
.stands and what is the mood of the
masses at every point as weiPas'Iri in
fluencing that mood and building (hat
movement." And Lenin put it this way:
"Only agitation can reveal on a broad
scale the real state of mind of the
masses, only agitation can make for
close cooperation between the Party
and the whole working class...only
work like this can once again close (he
ranks of the proletariat, and provide ac
curate material for judging ihe speed
with which conditions for new and
more decisive battles are coming to a
head." (from "The Asses.smeni of the
Present Situation," Lenin Cnllecied
Works. Vol. 15. pp. 278-9)
Carrying out this agitation cor

rectly—applying Marxism-
Leninism—has revealed many things
(hat were previously hidden. The
crowds of "curious onlookers" that

follbwd the marches in most cities turn

ed out to be actual support marches
made up of large numbers of workers
who had taken off work to come to the
demonstrations and wanted to show

their support and participate but were
still carrying out intense struggle with
them.selves about actually taking the
step of joining the march proper, and
some of these workers did in fact join
the marches at certain points. In
Chicago, for cxmple, a crowd of 50
followed behind the march and many
more followed across the street. In
cities all over the country there are
many many examples of individuals or
.small groups of workers taking off
work and even agitating to get -other
workers to join them. Many plants
reported higher than usual absenteeism.

Although it is not possible to determine
exactly how many people actually
stayed out to take a stand on May Day,
clearly a significant number of workers
did stay out—considerably more than
indicated simply by counting how many
showed up at the rallies and marches.
One construction worker, for example,
told W If'sellers, as he sat in his living
room playing a tape he had made of the

"'Washiiigtofi. D.C. rally,. t.h.?it .he knew_
at least half a dozen others on his block

that stayed off work oh May First.
Besides workplaces, a number of

students and teachers in junior high and
high schools, and even in a few elemert-
lary .schools, participated in May Day,
with some joining the marches them
selves in several areas. Af Roosevelt

High near the Pico-Aliso projects where
Damian Garcia w.a.s murdered, a large
number of students stayed out of.school
and a small number came to the march,

some joining in the march proper while
others followed along on the side. At
the Lt. Joseph P. Kennedy institute, a
Catholic-run .school for handicapped
kids, teacher attendance was .so poor
because of May Day that the principal,
Sister Dolores, and her fellow ad
ministrators had to man a number of
classes themselves. This turned out to e

an easy job. since a large percentage of
the school's students had stayed away
from school themselves.
As reported in the April 25 issue of

the RW, May Day became a raging
is.sue at the school with the administra

tion and the Archdiocese of Washing
ton trying everything to stop it, in
cluding intimidation, firing and finally
adopting a liberal attendance policy in
order to avoid having to close the
school. One .student slapped Sisrcr
Dolores in the face the day before May
Day when she tried to force him to at
tend a retreat rather than attend the ral
ly. Stunned by the rebelliou.s actions of
her students and teachers on May First,
Sister Dolores and her fellow ad
ministrators have cracked down.

threatening one staff member with fir
ing and setting up new rules like no
meetings on "school time."
More broadly still, scction.s of the

petty bourgeoisie have been aroused by
May Day. Many small store owners.in
the Fruitvale area of Oakland, for ex
ample, still proudly display the May
Day poster in their shops. Even those
not in support of May Day have had to
sit lip and take notice. In Detroit, 26
women fr'dfTi -a major- - newspaper,
went to check out the

march. An assi.stant editor for a major
Detroit newspaper commented, "May
Day had a very large impact on millions
of people around the world and more of
an impact right here in this city: I've
worked here 16 years—never have 1
seen anything like it. I don't know what
the world is coming to."

All of this scattered and partial infor
mation indicates the tremendously

broad impact of May Day, but much
more investigation is needed. Not only
must the profound advances made be
summed up,, but mistakes and short
comings as well. It has to be concretely
analyzed why, for example, the goal of
10,000 in the streets (ten thousand
directly participaiihg in the demonstra
tions) was not realized. Both the fact
that the ruling class raised the .stakes of
the battle which had a real effect on the
participation of workers and others,
apd the fact that the class-conscious
fores sere not fully able to make the
necessary tactical and political advances
to overcome these new examples placed
in their path by an enraged and wound
ed bourgeoisie must be investigated and
analyzed.
The R W calls on all of its readers and

distributors to take up this challenge
and send us reports. A big leap has been
made. Let's hear all about it. Become
Co-conspirator, now! 11
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Speech by Bob Avakian^ Chairman of the Central
Committee of the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA

Why a Little Taste of
Freedom is an Uplifting
Thing, andr~
Why It's
Enough

Following are excerpts from a speech by Bob
Avakian, Chairman of the Central Committee of the
Revolutionary Communist Party, which was given in
Columbus, Ohio in the summer of 1979 during his na-
tionai speaking tour.

Thank you. It's very good to be here. We were just
down a little bit further south in Cincinnati where,
once again and correctly so, our Party's been right in
the middle of a lot of turmoil, 'cause as you know, or
as you should know, down in Cincinnati in recent
months the city has been very sharply involved and
embroiled in some very sharp issues. There's been a lot
of debate in the places where people work, and where
people live and over the media and everywhere else,
about what's been going on, particularly in the Black
community in Cincinnati because for once, after a
long time, once again the kilting going on is not going
only one way down in Cincinnati. For the first time in
a long time people have started shooting back at those
murdering pigs out there. Some of them have been kill
ed but the new thing is that they have also taken some
of these murdering pigs down with them. This has
been a very sharp dividing line in that city and more
broadly around the country. What kind of attitude
should we take toward this?

Now our strategy for revolution has been laid out. It
is not random killings. We don't advocate any
assassinations, and random killings is not our strategy.
The basic question that divides real revolu
tionaries—people working to abolish the exploitation
and oppression people are subjected to in this country
in their millions every day; the question that divides
them from all those, whining, bootlicking, world-
record belly-crawling so-called revolutionaries who in
one way or another want to convince people to stay on
their knees and at most beg for a few kneepads, who
want to convince people to make their peace with the
system to accomodate themselves to the system, to
condemn their ownselves and the masses of people in
this country and indeed the people throughout the
world to prolonged suffering and a lifetime of nothing
but the same madness that millions of people have to
go through out here everyday; the dividing line is
where do you stand when the oppressed rise up and
strike back against their oppressors? Do you whine?
Do you criticize from the sidelines? Do you moan? Do
you try to pimp off it? Do you try to use it to hustle a
little position for yourself? Do you go up to the ruling
class and say, "Look, people are rising up. Hurry up
and give me a position so I can keep 'em cool, other
wise they might get out of hand."? Or do you stand
completely with and in the camp of the people and say
as our Party has said over and over again: we're glad
to see the killing is going on both ways, we're glad to
see people rising up and resisting this oppression.
This murder goes on here.everyday, this police ter

ror that goes on in the dark of night and even in broad
daylight all the time against the masses of people, par
ticularly, though not only, against Black people and
other minorities in this country. We're glad to see peo
ple rising up 'cause we can see in that not the final
strategy, not the fully-developed mass movement we
need for revolution, where millions wilt rise in arms,
but the seeds of the future. We can see the desire, the
burning determination of the oppressed to rise up,
strike back against their oppressors and break away
out of these chains that drag us down. And, we're glad
to be here. We're glad to be here in the thick of it.
That's where our Party should be—right in the midst
of every such turmoil, every such uprising of every
sharp question pointing to the source of the oppres
sion, the source of the murders, that is not simply just
these dogs out here that got the nerve to call them
selves peace officers. We not only have to direct our
attention to them but beyond them, to the other end of
the leash that these attack dog.s are on—to the
capitalist class and its dog-eai-dog system ihai puts the
profit of a few above anything else, thai treats every

thing as something to be bought and sold, that treats
the masses of working people and oppressed people as
materials to be used up and thrown on the scrap heap
when they're no longer of use, or put in a uniform and
sent off to the battlefield and have their ass shot off
when these capitalists fall in deeper trouble and have
to go out and rip away more of the world and rob,
rape, plunder and exploit more people and more
resources on every part of the globe...
Now we stand up, our Party stands up and says,

"Look, we're communists." Like Karl Marx said in
the first place, we don't hide nothin'. Wc disdain to
conceal our views and aims; we're straight up for
revolution. We represent the exploited and oppressed
masses of people in this country—the working class
and oppressed people and all those who are sick and
tired of living under this system and can see what a rot
ten, corrupt, murdering and degenerate parasitic
system it is; and how it turns everything, everyone into
something with a price tag on its head, to be bought
and sold by a handful of bloodsuckers. We say it
straight up; we're gonna lead all these people to unite
their efforts, to overcome the petty divisions and dif
ferences they try to sow in our ranks, to see beyond the
way they try to get us to have our anger erupt at each
other and commit violence and vent our hatred on
each other, to see beyond that to unite and rise up and
strike down this capitalist system and move on to class
less society—communism. We're straight up about it;
we won't hide it, or apologize for it. We'll say it to
everyone who'll listen today and we'll go out and get
people who don't even want to listen and tell them
anyway. "Cause people gotta be waked up.

These capitalists they can't stand to be called
capitalists. "Oh, nobody here but us entrepreneurs.
This is all just free enterpri,sc. Call me industrialist.
Say anything but don't call me a capitalist." Now
every once in a while one of them will run some little
private institute somewhere and talk about capitalism
and talk among themselves about how, "Yea people
hate it all over the world but we're gettin' over with it

ain't we? So let's keep it goin' and when we get out
there" in front of alt those people, let's say that
everybody can become a millionaire—anybody if they
work hard, if they open their own little business can
get ahead. Let's lie and cover up how do you become a
millionaire or a super-millionaire or billionaire in this
country. Let's not tell people you do it on the blood
and the bones of the suffering of the people here and
around the world. Let's hide the real history of this
country and push it inside out and upside down. And
let's keep anybody from calling us a capitalist."
See, what is a capitalist? What is capital? Capital is

nothing—and this is what it scientifically is—but the
control over and the exploitation of the ability of other
people to work. It is the control over and the forcing
of/other people to work for you for wages that keep
them alive and keeps them doing it over and over
again—the control to force them to do that so that you
can accumulate more and more profit, so that you can
fight some other capitalist dog-eat-dog cutthroat thief
among thieves and see which one of you can pile up the
most wealth. That's what capitalism is.
Don't talk-to us about free enterprise! The only

thing it's free for is a handful of bloodsuckers and for
the masses of people there's no freedom in it. We're
tired of hearing about freedom and democracy, peo
ple's rights, without asking the basic question: free
dom for whom? For what class? For the exploiter or
freedom for the exploited? Freedom for the oppre.s.sor
or freedom for the oppressed? You can't have both.
Anybody who jumps out here and tells you that they
represent all the people—slavemaster and slave alike;
capitalist and worker alike; rich and poor alike; you
know they're lying. How can you represent Dracula
and Dracula's victim? There's no way you can. We're
being ruled over by a class of Draculas. in fact these
people can make Dracula look like Mary Poppins.
That's a whole class of vampires sucking the blood of
the peoples of the world and ihai's the law; ihai's the
law that they live by; ihai's the nature of ihc hcasi.

Cimiimied on page Ift
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CIA
Blank Check

in the aftermath of ihe aborted em
bassy raid in Iran, Congress quietly
dropped any attempt to enact a "char
ter" for the CIA which would restrict

the agency's operation and subject it to
the review of Congress. In fact, the
same Senator who was -sponsoring the
so-called "reform" charter. Senator
Huddleston of Kentucky, turned
around and introduced a new proposal
following an April 30 meeting at the
White House. The new bill would, in ef
fect, repeal any restriction of the
Hughes-Ryan amendment of 1974. It
would exempt the agency from most
provisions of the Freedom of Infor
mation Act, it would make no mention
of the use of newsmen, clergy and pro
fessors as covers for CIA operations,
and it would make it a heavy felony to
reveal the name of an intelligence agent.
It further states that if the CIA targets
American citizens for investigation, it
must do so "under guidelines establish
ed by the Attorney General," in other
words, the pigs shall be closely supervis
ed by the hog.
The original plan for a charter came

as the result of partial disclosures of the
role of the CIA in the overthrow of the

Allende government in Chile in 1973
and the installation of the U.S. puppet,
Pinochet. This action, led by the Nixon
administration, was not "universally
supported in the capitalist class.
Various bourgeois elements had sought
to develop a manufacturing economy in

-Chile based on American high tech
nology and capital and implemented by
"moderate" Christian democratic gov

ernment. The result of the infighting
was a series of hearings led by Senator
Church designed to discredit the Nix
on/Kissinger policy in Chile.
This petty squabbling within the

ranks of our rulers has been oversha
dowed by developing events in the
world, namely, the coming showdown
between the U.S. imperialists and their
rivals in the Soviet Union. Any "restric
tion" on the CIA—even if only for
mal—has become an anachronism as
the bourgeoisie needs instead to expand
its covert actions. The failure of the

great embassy raid has been alluded to
as the result of "faulty Intelligence."
Great moans have been heard—"If on

ly we hadn't shackled the CIA." Of
course, the CIA was never shackled at
all. And while the capitalist class will
unhesitantly take any action it deems
necessary, no matter what laws may be
on the books, the official rejection of
restrictions on the CIA is playing an im
portant role for the bourgeoisie: it i.s
spreading the notion that "yes, the CIA
is into some nasty shit, but this is vitally
necessary for the .sake of our national
interests."

The fole of the CIA in the organiza
tion of coups, murders and lorture^n
Iran, Guatemala. Brazil, Chile, Ghana,
Zaire, Vietnam, the Dominican

Republic, etc. etc. shows that there is
no crime to which these craven merce

naries will not stoop. The abandoning
of any restrictive charier on the CIA
shows that the agency's employers—the
bourgeoisie—has far greater crimes in
mind.
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Eastern Hogs Bail Out

Texas Pigs

Hunt Bros. Debacle Threatens Whole Barnyard

The Hunt Brothers receive injection of big bucks from eleven major U.S.
and two Canadian banks.

On Sunday evening, March 30, a
select group of the nation's biggest
bankers held a desperate meeting in a
hotel room in Boca Raton, Florida, try
ing to prevent a panic when the Wall
Street stock market opened the next
day. Pre-sent were William Spencer,
president of Citibank; Willard Butcher,
president of Chase Manhattan; Lewis
Preston, president of Morgan
Guarantee; A.W. Clausen, president of
Bank of America; and John
McOillicuddy, chairman of Manufac--
turers Hanover Trust. Around two in
the morning, Paul Volker, chairman of
the board of governors of the Federal

Reserve System, came in in his pa
jamas, anxious to see if disaster could
be averted.
The immediate cause of the crisis was

the collapse of the silver market and
with it the recent investments of the
Kuni brothers, heavy silver speculators
and sons of the laic H.L. Hunt, Texas
oil billionaire and patron saint of right-
wing political causes. The 3 Hunt
brothers needed a loan of $2 billion to
make good on their commitments. The
loans they required were larger than the
loans going to bail out Chrysler, but the
alternative was the collapse of several
leading Wall Street brokerage firms and

perhaps several banks, As with the
bankrupt Chrysler corporation, the
fragile crisis-ridden U.S. economy
could not stand the shock of their'sud

den collapse. Something would have to
be worked out to let them down gen
tly—the trouble began last year when
the Hunt brothers tried to corner the*

silver market. In less than a year, the
Hunt interests bought or cotiiracicd to
buy almost 200 million ounces of silver.
This drove the price of silver up from $6
an ounce to SIO. Then in December

there was a massive rush into precious
metals as capitalists worldwide tried to
dump U.S. dollars which were worth
less everyday." Speculation in silver
drove the price up to $50 an ounce in
January.

Every time the price of silver went up
by $5 an ounce, the value of the Hunt
brothers' silver hoard increased by a
cool SI billion. The Hunts, in turn,
u.sed this silver, valued at these inllated
prices, as collateral to buy even more
silver and a wide variety of stocks; their

.  silver and silver futures were u.sed as
"margins," the percentage of the price
was put up by the buyer while broker
age firms financed the balance of the
purchase price. Using this method, the
Hunts bought, for example, over 5% of
the Pcnn Central Railroad.
The whole di/zy spiral of specuiaiion

began to crumble when silver prices
started, to decline in February and
March. The decline in silver subjected
the Hunts to "margin calls." That is, as
the value of silver used as margins on
stock purchases declined, the Hunts
were called on to make good the dif
ference in ca.sh. Even the fabulous Hunt
brothers couldn't do that forever. On

the morning of March 26 the Wail
Street firm of Bachc Halsey Stuart

Shields Inc. called on the Hunts to put
up another $100 million in cash, and the
Hunts had to admit they didn't have iti

In a panic, an officer of Baehe called
Fed. Chairman Paul Votcker that after
noon to tell him that the Hunts had fail
ed to make a $100 million margin call.'
Volckcr, in turn, huddled with Treasury
Secretary 0. William Miller. The prob
lem was that Bachc, the fifth largest
firm on Wall Street, had a network of
only $130 million but had borrowed
over a quarter of a billion from ten dif
ferent banks to finance their share of
the Hunt Brothers' speculations. If
Bachc Halsey Stuart Shields Inc. failed,
then so might several banks which had
loaned them money—with no telling
where the whole thing might end.

Quickly Bache began to sell off all
the Hunt silver futures (contracts to buy
silver), and that evening the New York
Cotnmodity Exchange quietly lowered
the margin requirements on silver con
tracts to keep Bachc "legal." Bui the
cat was out of the bag. and the next day

■  the price of silver tumbled from $16.25
an ounce to $10.85. Quickly a mini-
panic set in on the stock ma'rkei as the
Dow Jones average dropped 27 points
in just a couple of hours. Almost 65
million shares of stock changed hands,
the seventh largest volume, in Wall
Street history. An all-out panic was
averted only in the late afternoon when
a phony rumor was floated that the
Hunts were able to meet all the rest of
their obligations. This was Friday, and
the nation's key bankers quietly assem
bled in Boca Raton over the weekend.
Over the next month, disaster was

warded off by one lie after another as
investors were assured that although the
Hunts had lost a lot of money, they had
paid off all their debts. Behind the
scenes, the Hunts were quietly selling
out their interests inlhc Pcnn Central,
Texaco, First National Bank of Chica
go and others. To pay off Englchari
Minerals and Chemicals, principal

owners of .South Africa gold mines, the
Hunts had to give Englehart their 20''/o
interest in the new oil fields in the

Beaufort Sea 'near the North Pole. '
Finally, at the end of.Mareh the Hunts
got a new bank loan of $1.1 billion to
pay off the rest of their speculation
debts. '

For the capitalist cla.ss, it was another
close call as their decaying system
balances on a banana peel. Comment
ing on the near collapse of the stock
market on March 28. the president of
Merrill Lynch Economics said, "When
you sec markets falling so fast, it chills
people's thinking about everything."
"The potential wa.s catastrophic," said
(he chairman of the Commodity Fu-
Lurcs Trading Commission.
The press has attempted to portray

the Hunts as eccentrics or "outlaw

capitalists," who gambled irresponsibly
in the markets and lost, causing need
less harm to the economy. There were
feature stories on their stables of race

horses, their crass and unsophisticated
right-wing polities, and how Brqther
Lamar owns the Kansas City Chiefs as a
hobby. Yet the Hunts are no different
from any other capitalist—they worship
the same god of profit and do exactly
what the rest of their bloodsucking class
does, making money wherever they can
and by any means. They broke no rules
and certainly no laws. And as for their
politics, they are certainly not essential
ly any different from the more refined
and sophisticated "parasites who arc
cynically crying foul in the wake of this
recent debacle.

While all this was going on, the First ,
Pennsylvania Bank in Philadelphia, the
23rd largest commercial bank in the .
U.-S., collapsed on April 28. As the
papers spoke of "a classic assets
squeeze" and "mismatched 'assets and
liabilities structure," an analyst for the
Federal Re.serve Board put it more suc

cinctly: "The goddam thing tvas bank
rupt," The First Pennsylvania was
.saved, however, by a $1.5 billion
bailout quickly arranged by the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation and a
group of 22 banks headed up by
Citicorp. This became the third largest
bailout in U.S. banking history, the on
ly two larger ones occurring during the
recc.ssion of 1974-75. As always occurs

in the.sc cri.ses, the big Ush cat the little •
fish, and the 22 banks "coming to the
re.scue" will assume control of 56"/o of
First Pennsylvania stock.
Meanwhile, on Capitol Hill, the

house committee on government opera-
lion.s held hearings on the whole affair,
and congrc.ssmen demagogically de
manded to know why the Hunts and
others could get loans in the billions
while "the little man" couldn't get a
home mortgage. But ihe.se iwo-facc.d
lackeys of the capitalist class knew full
well why. Given the weakne.ss and
decline of the capitalist economy, and
the precarious pyramid of credit upon
which it rests, even the economic failure
of one capitalist can have the gravest
con.sequcnces for the system as a whole.
And every effort must be extended by
the government to prevent sudden col
lapse. whether by Chrysler, First Penn
sylvania, or the Hunts. These desperate
efforts,.-of course, do nothing to solve
the basic problems the capitalists
face—a fact they themselves are recog
nizing—but only forestall the inevitable
and even make (he situation worse after

the immediate crisis is averted. As the
bourgeoisie realizes, the only way out
of the mess they're in is to go to war
and win—only in this way can ,ihey
deepen exploitation and expand their
scandalous, empire, and thus provide a
ntw basis for the accumulation of
capital. I I

^3
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V.L Lenin

The following excerpt is the conclu
sion of "The Urgent Tasks of Our
Movement," an article written by the
Russian revolutionary leader V. /. Lenin
in 1900. At that time a true revolu
tionary proletarian party, a communist
party (then called "Social Democrats")
had not yet been formed in Russia.
Another major difference with today's
conditions in the U.S. is the fact that
the stage of the Russian revolution at
that time was democratic (against the
Czar and feudalism) and not socialist.
But even with these important differen
ces, this essay remains very relevant
today—RW.

.. - What lesson can be learned from the

past?
The entire history of Russian social

ism has led to the condition in which the

most urgent task is the struggle against
the autocratic government and the
achievement of political liberty. Our so
cialist movement concentrated itself, so
to speak, upon the struggle against the
autocracy. On the other hand, history
has shown that the isolation of socialist
thought from the vanguard of the
working classes is greater in Russia than
in other countries, and that if this state
of affairs continues, the revolutionary

What We Nt
Capture the Fa

movement in Russia is doomed to im
potence. From this condition emerges
the task which the Russian Social-
Democracy (Communist—A ffO is call
ed upon to fulfil—to imbue the masses
of the proletariat with the ideas of so
cialism and political consciousness, and
to organise a revolutionary party in
separably connected with the spontan
eous working-class movement. Russian
Social-Democracy has done much in
this direction, but much more still re
mains to be done. With the growth of
the movement, the field of activity for
Social-Democrats (Communists—RW)
becomes wider; the work becomes more
varied, and an increasing number of
activists in the movement will con
centrate their efforts upon the ful
fillment of varibus special tasks which
the daily needs of propaganda and
agitation bring to the fore. This pheno
menon is quite natural and is inevitable,
but it causes us to be particularly con
cerned with preventing these special ac
tivities and methods of struggle from
becoming ends in themselves and with
preventing preparatory work from be
ing regarded as the main and sole activi
ty.
Our principal and fundamental task

is to facilitate the political development

.j , i- .

• V

and the political organisation of the
. working class. Those who push this task
into the background, who refuse to sub
ordinate to it all the special tasks and
particular methods of struggle, are fol
lowing a false path and causing scriou.s
harm to the movement. And it is being
pushed into the background, firstly, by
those who call upon revolutionaries to"
employ only the forces of isolated con
spiratorial circles cut off from the
working-class movement in the struggle
against the government. It is being
pushed into the background, secondly,
by those who restrict the content and
scope' of political propaganda, agi
tation, and organisation; who think it
fit and proper to treat the workers to
"politics" only at exceptional moments
in their lives, only on festive occasions;
who too solicitously substitute demands
for partial concessions from the auto
cracy for the political struggle against

the autocracy; and who do not go to
sufficient lengths to ensure thai these
demands for partial concessions are
raised to the status of a systematic, im
placable struggle of a revolutionary,
working-class party against the
autocracy.

"Organise!" Rabochaya Mysl keeps
repeating to the workers in all keys, and
all the adherents of the "Economist"
trend echo the cry. We, of course,
wholly endorse this appeal, but we will'
not fail to add; organise, but not only in
mutual benefit societies, strike funds,
and workers' circles; organise also in a
political party; organise for the deter
mined struggle against'the autocratic
government and against the whole of
capitalist society. Without such
organisation the proletariat will never
rise to the class-conscious struggle;
without such organisation the working-
class movement is doomed to impoten-

Flrst issue of "Iskra", which con
tained Lenin's article "Urgent
Tasks of Our Movement".
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cy. Wiih (he aid of nothing but funds
and study circles and mutual benefit
societies the working class will never be
able lo fulfil its great historical mis
sion—to emancipate itself and the
whole of the Russian people from
political and economic slavery. Not a
single class in history has achieved
power without producing its political
leaders, its prominent representatives
able to organise a movement and lead
it. And the Russian working class has
already shown thai it can produce such
men and women. The struggle which
has developed so widely during the past
five or si.v years has revealed the great
potential revolutionary power of the -
working class; it has shown that the
most ruthless government persecution
does not diminish", but, on the contrary,
increases the number of workers who

strive towards socialism, towards
political consciou.sness, and towards the
political struggle. The congress which
our comrades held in 1898 correctly
defined our tasks and did not merely
repeat other people's words, did not
merely c.\press the enthusiasm of "in
tellectuals"... .We must set to work

resolutely to fulfil these tasks, placing
the question of the Party's programme,,,
organisation, and tactics on the order
of the day. We have already set forth
our views on the fundamental
postulates of our programme, and, of
course, this is not the plaix to develop
them in detail. We propose to devote a
.series of articles in forthcoming issues
to questions of organisation, which arc
among the most burning problems con
fronting us. In this respect we lag con-
-sidcrably behind the old workers in the
Russian revolutionary movement. We
mu.si frankly admit this defect and exert
all our efforts to devise methods of
greater secrecy in our work, to pro
pagate sysicmatically the proper
methods of work, the proper methods
of deluding the gendarmes and of
evading the snares of the police. We
must train people who will devote the
whole of their lives, not only their spare
evening.s, to the revolution; we must
build up an organisation large enough
to permit the introduction of a strict
division of labour in the various forms
of our work. Finally, with regard to
questions of laclics, we shall confine

I ourselves to the following: Social-De
mocracy does not tie its hands, it does
noi restrict its activities to some one
preconceived plan or method of
political struggle; it recognises all
methods of struggle, provided they cor
respond to the forces at the disposal of
the Parly and facilitate the achievement
of the best results possible under the
given conditions. If we have a strongly
organised pany, a single strike may
turn into a political demonstration, into
a political victory over the government.
If we have a -strongly organised party, a '
revolt in a single locality may grow into
a victorious revolution. Wc must bear

in mind that the struggles with (he gov
ernment for partial demands and the
gain of certain concessions are merely
light skirmishes with the enemy, en
counters between outposts, whereas the
decisive battle is still to come. Before
us. in all its strength, lowers the enemy
fortress which is raining shot and shell
ppon us, mowing down our best
fighters. We must capture this fortress,
and we will capture it, if we unite all the
forces of the awakening proletariat wiilu
all the forces of the Ru.ssian revolu
tionaries into one party which will at
tract all ihai is vital and honest in-
Russia. Only then will the great pro
phecy of the Ru.s.sian worker-revolu
tionary. Pyoir Alexeyev, be fulfilled:
"The muscular arm of the working mil
lions will be Kfted, and the yoke of des
potism. guarded by the soldiers'
bayonets, will be smashed to atoms!".' .

Revolutionary May 1st,

Dare to Grapple with
the Battle Plan For Revolution

"If thefe is to be a revolution," said
Mao Tsetung in 1948, "there must be a
revolutionary party." Today in the
U.S., there is such a party, a party bas
ed on Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung
Thought—the Revolutionary Com
munist Party, USA.
With the recent publication of draft

documents of the New Programme and
New Consliiulion of the Revolutionary
Communist Party, the RCP has issued
a declaration of war. The.se draft docu

ments are a battle plan for destroying
the old—rising in armed revolution and
overthrowing the U.S. imperialist rul
ing class—and then building the
new—the consolidation of the rule of

the proletariat and the establishment
and construction of socialism in this
country.

These new documents arc drafts.
While they represent the most correct
and highest concentration of the under
standing of the RCP. broad discu.ssion
and struggle must" take place to hone
them into an even sharper weapon in
the revolutionary struggle.
For a short period over the next

months, the RCP is calling on all
revolutionary-minded individuals and
organizations and others to take up
concentrated discussions of these

documents. It is within reach to draw
literally tens, of ihou.sands into this pro
cess, propagandists assigned by the Par
ly will travel to meet with people. From
discussions on the factory floor, to
study groups behind prison bars, from
struggle over the line among forces in the
national movements to discu.ssion among

radical and revolutionary students;
from the farmworkers of California's
Salinas Valley lo the wheat farmers in
South Dakota—the New Draft Pro-,
gramme and New Draft Constitution of
the RCP will circulate. Meetings in
housing projects and neighborhoods to
discuss the new drafts should be held;

women's organizations, anti-nuke
groups—wherever people are in strug
gle against this capitalist system wc are
calling for broad attention to be focus
ed on the New Draft Programme and
the New Draft Constitution of the
RCP. We call on people to bring for
ward their own ideas, too. about the
best ways lo popularize and carry on
discussion over these documents.
Over (his period, the pages of the

Revolutionary Worker will be opened
as a forum for the thoughts, agreements
and disagreements of those thousands
entering this discussion and struggle.
The newspaper will regularly print let
ters and ariicle.s of this nature and will
invite response.
The .synthesis of this process will be

the final New Programme and New
Constitution of the Revolutionary
Communist Party .some months from
now. Tite result—the battle plan for
revolution!

The victory of N^ay Day 1980, the tre
mendous expansion of distribution of
the Revolutionary Worker'and now the
process of broad, deep and thorough
discussion of the new Draft Programme

■ and New Constitution of the RCP—aW
this has and will continue to make a re
volutionary political line the property
of increasing numbers of people. It is
therefore necessary and possible to call
on class-conscious workers and others

—all those who hate this system, burn
with a desire for revolutionary change*
and want to devote their lives to the

struggle for the emancipation of ail
mankind—to step forward and apply
for admission to the ranks of the Revo
lutionary Communist Party. Article
One of the draft New Constitution
reads as follows:

MEMBERSHIP

Article I

World events arc rapidly escalating.
Crisis and war are upon u.s. Along with
this, wc may well be approaching an ex-
iretncly rare moment in history—the
development of a revolutionary situa-

Any worker or any other person in
volved in the revolutionary struggle
who accepts the Constitution of the
Party, is committed to working actively
in a Party organization, lo carrying out
the Parly's decisions and to observing
Party discipline and paying Party
membership dues, may become a mem
ber of the Revolutionary Communist
Party, USA.

(ion.

Rcvoiuliimary Fighters Step Forward!
Join the Revolutionary" Communist
Parly!
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Now how can you talk about freedom, equality and
democracy between Dracula and his victims. If he's
free to bite your neck you're not free to be rid of him.
If you're free-to drive a stake into his heart then he's
not free to bite your neck. It's one way or the other.
And it always will be whenever you have a society
divided into classes—divided into those who live para-
sitically in mansions we can't even imagine—you can
go into a housing project and add up the total number
of rooms and they don't add up to as many bathrooms
as they got in their mansions. All accumulated off the
blood and suffering, the literal skin and bones of
working people here and around the world...
And because we put this straight up. 'cause we hold

this right up in their face and rip the mask off it, this is
why our Party's under attack. 'Cause we won't back
down, 'cause we go out among the masses of people,
we don't just curse at the enemy. We don't just unite
with people's hatred for the way we have to live, we ex
pose the system that's the cause of it. We expose every
outrage, every abuse, whether it's the ruining of the
environment or the shooting down of the peoplein the
streets; whether it's factory workers killed on the job
after workin' 30 years and the first thing the foreman
does is run up and take his card and punch him off the
.time clock so they won't have to pay him 50 cents
more. Whether it's the world war that they are coldly
calculating to unleash, to see whether the capitalist
rulers of this country or their capitalist counter
parts—not communist but capitalist counter
parts—who've restored the profit motive in the Soviet
Union, to see which one of them can loot and plunder
and control most of the world and the people within it.
Whether it's any of these different things we're expos
ing—it's one system causing all this. One source of alt
this and one solution fot> the ma.sses of people—to
unite around the revolutionary banner and its Party
and' rise up and make revolution, millions .strong
through revolutionary violence to defeat the counter
revolutionary violence that goes on out here everyday
and will be utilized ten times more when the slaves do
finally rise up. And it's because we put this straight up,
'cause we won't back down or half-step—run off in a
corner and say: we're sorry let's start over again, we
didn't know you were really serious about hanging on
to this system. If we'd known that, we wouldn't have
come out here jumpin' bad in the first place. We'd
come out here soft-talking or half-stepping about how

^ about a few reforms them How about a little
something to make it a little more tolerable. At least
can't we have a little quinine? To make it a little bit
more so we can just get through another day? NO WE
DON'T DO THAT; WE PUt IT STRAIGHT UP
WHAT'S GOTTA BE DONE.
Now of course they lie about everything they do.

And all the stuff they put on the tv is not meant for
them, it's meant for us. It's meant to condition and
brainwash us. See they accuse the communists of
brainwashing the people. We've got a stand on that
too. IF YOUR BRAIN IS DIRTY WHY NOT
WASH IT! You wash everything else, why shouldn't it
be clean. They're mucking up our brain every day out
here—hanging things inside out and upside down;
truth and reality are substituted for falsehood all the
time and vice versa. l!'sju.st like.ihat tine from Alice in
Wonderland: things are seldom what they seem, skim
milk masquerade.? as cream. Everyiime they're talking
about peace you can bet they're preparing for war.
Every time they pose as the innocent victim you know
damn well they have committed another crime on the
people. And the more people begin to Wake up and
begin to get a scientific view of this society, understand
the class basis of what goes on. understand that it
stems from one system and its inevitable workings, the
more you can see through it.

Society doesn't have to be like this and furthermore
it's not gonna be; we're gonna rise up and abolish it
and move humanity to a completely higher stage. You
see they're telling us every day in every way that there's
nothing better or higher than this. This i.s as high as it
gets. So what you better do since this ain't no goddam
good, since this is nothing but a life of pain, you'd bet
ter go out here and try to find whatever little pleasure
you can amidst this pain or try to find some way to
escape from us for a little while. And they'll tell you
openly and they'll tell you more subilely and they'll
work on your mind. 'Cause they know they goita con
trol your mind to keep your body enslaved, and
politically oppressed. And what do they do, for ex
ample—they understand thai culture is very impor-
jant—and what we mean by culture, is not just (his
fancy 7-letter-word. We're talking basic things like
music, dance, drama, movies, all these things that peo
ple seek for entertainment and seek to elevate their
thinking. And they understand that culture is a
weapon to be used by one class or another in society
and they w'ill wield it, to keep the people oppressed and
keep their minds mimb. Just think about the junk they
push in music, now a liM of people say, "I just listen to
the beat. I don't pay no atieniioii to the words." YE.S
YOU DO! "Cause you'll catch yoursell' singing the
damn words in the shower or somewhere else, lhai
sjulT' is working on sou. .luM think about it.
Now our Party hcliews people should sing attd

dance and ha\e a good time, in I'aei we want a soeieiy
not based on tears ami pain. \k e want a society based

on laughter—struggle, yes, but struggle to move for
ward with destiny in the hands of the people. We
believe, that people can and will have a much greater
time if you want to put it that way. And even under
this system we know people gotta have music. They
gotta have culture, they gotta have some relief, but
nevertheless let's check out what they're doing to us,
Think about this little line that comes pounding at you
58 times in one song: "There's nothin' more that I
wanna do than take the floor and dance with you."
You mean to tell me that with everything that's gotta
be done in the world out here the most we can think

about, the highest aspirations we could have is to get
out, shake our booty, and boogie on down.
BULLSHIT! People got hopes, dreams and aspira
tions and ideas and thoughts, longings, angers, deter
mination, hatred, all of which can be and has to be
directed toward the goal of moving to a completely
higher form of society. Or think about another
song—Dr. Hook, his'group's got a song out—When
you're in love with a beautiful woman—you gotta
watch your, friends, you can never trust her—life is
miserable. All because you're in love—THINK
ABOUT IT—a society that promotes a song like that,
where a woman is nothing but a possession for a man
and you gotta fight like a dog to keep one of your own
friends from stabbing you in the back and stealing it
from you.
What kind of society is that?, A society that should

be buried and thrown in the dustbin of history. A
sodeiy that degrades people every day. They moan
and weep and cry pious tears about all this rape out
here and they put pornography all over the place.
Women are just a piece of meat. Why are they surpris
ed that people take it to its logical conclusion and go
out and start raping them. Now we don't support that
but you gotta put the blame where it is—on the system.
We'll deal with rapists and we'll deal with them ruth
lessly. There'll be no tolerance shown for that, but
let's understand what the source of it is and who's real
ly promoting it out here every day. And then there's
another subtle way to work on your mind. Check out
Superman. Now they had to make a new movie here
'cause the old Superman went and committed suicide,
apparently he wasn't so super. So they spend all these
millions of dollars in technology and advertising to get
•you to this movie. And what is the message? What is a
better message than Superman. Think about it. Here's
a dude come from Krypton—a planet light years ahead
and light years away and advanced beyond anything
we have ever seen. Can't even imagine it. And he
comes all the way down from that planet down to the
earth and the most that he can do is to defend
capitali.sm—Truth, Justice and the American- Way?
' Bullshit, I don't believe it! '

See what they're trying to tell us is that there's
nothing out here higher or better, and never will be,
than this madness that we're going through here under
the capitalists' so-called Free Enterprise—actually
slavery, a modern day slave system. And they've got
all these science fiction movies out to drum home the
same message over and over again. Think about Star
Trek. They even developed cults around it. They got
Trekkies runnin' around. What is the message of that.
Think about it. Here's the Star Ship Ept'crprise going
to the final frontier—and they go ail over space—I
mean they travel intergalacticaliy. They go to all kinds
of different constellations, galaxies, solar systems and
what have you and what have they found? Well they
found societies still back in feudal times. Princes,
monarchs, queens, kings, emperors, all that nonSc,nse.
And they've found societies with a mixture of the old
and the new, gladiators fighting over public iv; they've
found planets far away from the earth where people
are reenacting the drama of Ai Capone and Bugs
Moran in the 1930s on the earth in the U.S.; they've
found people with minds and no bodies that can move
all kinds of things and change shapes and make things
move and go from here to there without any bodies
just through the actions of their minds. They have
found all that and they have never yet found anything
higher than capitalism in the whole universe, no matter
how far you go ahead or how far you go out in space
nothing has ever come into being higher than
capitalism and I DON'T BELIEVE IT! Well this is
what they're trying to-get us to accept—that it will
always be this way. They're working on your mind,
that's not Just there for your entertainment. The fact
that it's entertaining and well done is all the more effi
cient. all the more sinister. Now I'm not saying don't
watch the iv 'cause until we can put .some revolu
tionary stuff on It all the lime people are gonna sit and
watch it, but just keep your mind open. What you do
is like at election time when you can start to dig it
because you can .see the mes.sage and the class content
of what they're saying coming through in everything
they do. But keep your mind awake, don't let it get
numb. Don't let them turii you into a zombie like they
want to do.
And I'd like to get a little more into the other side

and the real picture of what the future's gonna be like.
Let's project ahead to the fiiiure. Say a thousand years
r. Vkrhni lt*H Kpfrom now. Well let's think about what it'd b'e like
when a ybung person is growing up and people in the
older generation are explaining to the young people
what life was like on the planet earth at^he.end of the
2()lh century. And the young kid will be saying: Now
lei me ue'i this stroiyhl now. I reuUy don't know
iinvlhinv nhoiir this—lei me yet ii ■nniiylil now. Yon
menu lo lell me iliiK nil iln- reo/'le. the maises ofpeo-

i" '• em over the '•nme 'r/v they culled them.

like ants to an ant colony and they all went down lo
these big slave holds and had these big machines and
everybody went like this all day long for 1/3 or 1/2 of
their waking hours and they slaved together on these
big machines every day giving their life away lo it?
And a few people stood up and said "All this belongs
tome. And all the rest ofyou have to live forme, work
forme or else you can't live"? And people accepted it?
And thes^ people who took all of it for themselves
were called capitalists? A nd people said that capitalism
wos the highest that society could ever achieve and
people believed it? THAT'S NOT TRUE. THAT
CAN'T BE TRUE. THAT'S A LIE!

I want to know about the real history, don 'I lell me
all these fairytales. And you mean lo lell me that all
the people got into these little contraptions, these
broken down little pieces of metal and steel encased
with plastic and rubber around them and four little
rubber things that went around and around and they
all stood in line for hours to get some liquid fuel to
make these things go round and round so they all
could go forward and backward day in and day out to
the .same place to slave for the same capitalist? They
never talked to each other? Millions of people or

- thousands going to the same place back andforth, go
ing to the same place and they never talked to each
other and people said that vvizs the highest society that
there could ever be and somebody believed it? I
DON'T WANT TO HEAR THIS! Thai's monstrous,
that's criminal. WAIT. HOW COULD THAT BE?

You mean to tell me that when these capitalists
couldn't make enough money from these slaves in '
these big slaveholds that they took them and put them
in different-colored uniforms and different insignias
on the uniforms and marched them off and gave them
these steel instruments that exploded and shot missiles
out of the end of them that ripped the flesh and
destroyed each other and the capitalists stayed behind
hiding and manipulating and accumulating more and
more wealth from all this? And then at the end they
call themselves victors and vanquished the others?
And at a certain point the people said enough of this?
And they took some of these same steel instruments,
turned them around and exploded them and shot the

■ missiles at the people who had given them to them in
, the first place and somebody got In the middle and
said, "Wait a minute. No Violence. We can't have any
violence here." And some people said that was all
right? Thai's acceptable? I DON'T BELIEVE IT.
THAT'S CRIMINAL. THAT'S BARBAROUS.
HOW COULD THA T BE? And you mean to tell me
that people got down on their knees and talked to
something or someone that wasn't there, all day long,
especially when they were in trouble, and everybody
said it's all fight, they 're nolcfazy. 'cause it's God or
Allah? And people believed it? How could it be, that's
ignorance, how could people be that ignorant? And
you mean to tell me that on top of that they had these
big carnivals, where a few- of these people dressed
themselves up like clowns and stood before the others
and invoked the name of this non-existent God or
A Hah, and ait the other people cameforward and went
down on their knees and threw money at them? And
this actually went on and people accepted it? I can't
believe It!-

And it will have to be explained that no, people
didn't believe it forever and ever, and in fact they saw
through it more and more and began to unite, began to
go forward and rise up to oppose this; and then, things
called police and armies were sent out with even bigger
lethal instruments, to shoot even bigger missiles to rip
people'.? flcsli. But yet and still, the people rose up
against this, took those out of the hands of the enemy
and defeated them on the battlefield and banned that
system, and finally moved forward—and that's why
we're here today, and look back, and both laugh and
cry at what people had to go through a thousand years
ago at the end of the 20th century on the planet earth.

Now that's what the history of the world and of
humanity and of life itself is gonna really be like, and
that's how people are gonna look back at what we're
goingjhrough, and they're both gonna laugh and cry. '
They're gonna have disbelief that people had to go
through this, and they're gonna see how monstrous
and criminal and how absurd it is. And the more ab
surd not only them but we can begin to see it is, the
more ridiculous it stands out, the more criminal it .
becomes and the more urgent the need, and our deter
mination has to become, to rise up and abolish it,
because that's what we're on the threshold of.

Now when you get to this point there's always some
people—especially when you go out and talk lo these
liberals—who say, "Now, wait a minute. I agree with
a lot of what you're saying, but there's one part I just
can't agree with, and that's all this talk about violence.
I just can't go for this violence. It's no good. I can't
support it. Yes, things need changing, but all this
violence is no good. It's just not acceptable to me."

Weil I think people who hold that position gotta
recognize—whether they're well-intentioned or have

. bad intentions—whether they genuinely, sincerely want
to see things change, and the misery and oppression of
people ended, or whether they want to perpetuate
j[_whaiever their inienlions might be and their sub
jective feelings might be. ihcy have to recognize and
face up to 1 he consequences of what such a position ac
tually amounts to. Because what it amounts to js say
ing thai the violence that the masses of people have to
go through out here every day in their millions, here
and around the world, the degradation and the violent

Continued on page 18
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Iran
Continued from page 3

after the U.S. raiding team was forced
to take off before the five helicopters
on the ground could be destroyed (with
ail their valuable information inside
them), the site was bombed by Iranian
planes—an attempt to destroy the
evidence if there ever was one!

This should come as no surprise,
given the fact that the whole Iranian
army, air force and naval officer corps
was trained, organized and armed by
the U.S. military for more than 25
year-s. With the exception of the top
generals who were executed in the
months following the February 1979 in
surrection, much of the U.S.-irained
officer corps is still tniact and is the cen
tral rallying point for the forces of reac
tion in Iran today.

Further evidence of U.S. covert ac

tions directed at heightening the crisis
atmosphere within the country are the
"mysterious explosions" that have kill
ed a number of people in Tehran and
other cities in the days since the U.S.
raid failed. These explosions are a
"mystery" only to the imperialists'
hired prizefighters in the U.S. media,
for whom it is inconceivable that the

U.S. could engage in "terrorism."
Last week's seizure of the Iranian

embassy in London by a group of six
"Arab nationalists" also has ail the

marks of CIA intrigue hatched in
league with Iraq, which has moved
towards the U.S. orbit in recent years.
If these Arabs were not put up to the
job directly by U.S. or Iraqi in
telligence, they certainly walked into a
well-sprung trap where their profesi.s
over the continuing oppression of the
Arab minority in Iran objectively serv
ed counter-revolutionary purposes.
This short-lived affair gave the im
perialists new fuel to attack the seizure
of the U.S. embassy in Iran, as well as
the opportunity to see the British
equivalent of Col. Beckwith'.s crewcut
mercenaries go.into action.
Through all this reactionary plotting

and attempts to "destabilize" Iran, the

U.S. imperialists are attempting to
unlea.sh reactionary forces who have
been arguing all along that the hostage
crisis must be settled in order to build
new economic and military ties with the
U.S., and that the main obstacle to
this—Iran's revolutionary Left—must
be decisively crushed. This thinking is
clearly represented by Admiral Madani,
who is making a move to become the
new Prime Minister, as well as Defense
Minister Chamran, who has led the
governmenfs attacks on the Kurdish
people and has recently suggested that
the holding of an iiitcrnatioilal court
to condemn U.S. .support for the Shah's
regime could lead to "freeing the
hostages, whose detention is not an end
in itself."

An important part of the U.S.'s in
triguing and covert operation.s within
the complex political situation in Iran
today is for them to play on and try to
manipulate real contradictions among
the Iranian masses—particularly trying
to set politically backward religious
Moslems against Iran's communist and
other revolutionary forces. U.S. agents
are without a doubt working overtime
inside the Islamic Republic Parly,
whose reactionary leaders—such as
Ayatollah Beheshti—are themselves
trying to divert the Iranian people's
demands to uproot the U.S. "fifth col
umn" in the country into a witchhunt
against the Left, who they are
demagogically accusing of working
with U.S. agents to overthrow the
Islamic government.

Sharpening Struggle Inside Iran

These covert U.S. actions, as well as
its direct econoiriic and military aggres
sion, are having an impact on the
sharpening cla.'s struggle within Iran.
According to several reports, the
overall turnout at the various May Day
demonstrations in Tehran was

significantly reduced due to the threat
of bomb attacks and the politically
tense atmosphere.
At the government's officially spon

sored May Day demonstration of
50,000 in front of the occupied U.S.
embassy, a planned march to Ayatollah
Khomeini's residence in north Tehran

May 9,
was cancelled when three bombs were

found along the march route. At this
rally itself, Khomeini sent a message
calling on the Iranian people to make
May Day the "day for burying the
superpowers' dominance," and thou
sands of demonstrators chanted,
"America. America,.. .the army of 20
million is prepared to fight."
However, at the same time, leaders of

the Islamic Republic Party, involved in
this anti-imperialist demonstration,
virulently attacked both the U.S.
government and "American leftists,"
holding them responsible for the recent
wave of explosions. Acting on this were
the Hcsbollahi—hardcore thugs closely
linked to the Islamic Republic Party—
who attacked the May Day marches of
the Mojehadeen, the Fedayeen, and the
revolutionary May Day march reported
in last week's RW, organized by the
Union of Iranian Communists and

Peykar, as well as many workers' coun
cils in Tehran and the surrounding area.

In spite of these attacks, the May Day
demonstrations in Iran were, never

theless a real blow to the U.S. im

perialists as well as an indication of in
tense turmoil inside Iran and a sign of
even sharper struggle to come between
the pro-imperialist and reactionary
forces on the one side and the revolu

tionary Forces on the' other who are
determined to advance through to the
complete uprooting of imperialism, and
feudalism in Iran. In this light, it is
especially significant that thousands of
class-conscious revolutionary workers
came to the fore around May Day,
moving to ,take their rightful place at
the head of the Iranian revolution.

According to recent reports, this
struggle is also breaking out with even
sharper fury in the western province of.
Kurdestan, where large areas have been
liberated from control by the central
government and local landlords by Kur
dish revolutionary forces. In the last
week, fighting on a scale far more in
tense than last summer's battles has
erupted throughout Kurdestan. The
first clashes took place several weeks
ago, when Iranian army units that were
supposedly being sent to the Iraqi
border area in western Kurdestan
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detoured into the main Kurdish cities,
provoking fighting with the revolu
tionary forces based there. After a brief
round of fighting, (he Iranian military
launched surprise bombing raids on
Sanandaj, Saqquez, Bukan and other
cities—killing at least several hundred
people and wounding more than 2000 in
Sanandaj alone. In Sanandaj, ambulan
ces and doctors were machine-gunned
by government forces after the raids.

Full-scale fighting is now reported to
be breaking out all over Kurdestan, the
outcome of which will decisively in
fluence the political situation in Iran in
the period ahead, including (he pros
pects for the U.S. imperialists to
refasien their grip on the country as a
whole.

The struggle in Iran is rapidly ap-.
proaching a climax, a critical juncture
that is full of significance for the work
ing class and oppressed peoples of the
whole world. The imperialists in Wash
ington must be going mad with frustra
tion, for the Iranian people whom they
so much detest have thrown a major
monkey wrench into their attempts to
consolidate their grips on this oil-rich
area of the world and pull together their
war bloc for a final showdown with the

USSR. In this way, the Iranian revolu
tion has provided a real material aid as
well as inspiration for the world's
peoples. And this is why the two roads
which now so starkly present them
selves to the Iranian people—the road
of betraying the revolution and of capi
tulation to imperialism, and the road of

• pushing on with (he revolution to
liberation and socialism—are so full of
consequences for the whole world. That
is why it is so crucially important for
the working class and revolutionary
forces in this country to stand with the
Iranian revofution and battle the U.S.

imperialists tooth and nail as they
prepare to strike again in their frenzy.□

Correction: The photos which ap
peared on the front page of the
May 1st Red Flag edition of the
Revolutionary Worker and page 6
of thfe Spanish section of the May
5th edition of the RW should have
been credited to Jay Dahl.

ARM YOURSELF WITH
REVOLUTIONARY THEORY
SHOP AT THE BOOKSTORES
OFTHERCP

Revolutionary literature, theory, novels,
periodicals, posters and records.

Washington, D.C.; Revolution Books. 2438 IBtb
St. NW, 20009. 202-265-1969.

New York City: Revolution Books, 16 E. 18th St..
10003, 212-243-8638.

Cambridge: Revolution Books, 233 Mass. Ave.,
02)39, 6)7-492-9016-

Detrolt: Revolution Books, 5744 Woodward Ave..
- 48202, 3) 3-872-2286.

Chicago; Revolution Books. 1727 S. Michigan.
60616. 312-922-6580.

Los Angeles: Liberation Books. 2706 W. 7tn St..
90057,213-384-3856.

Berkeley: Revolution Books. 1952 University Ave.,
94704, 415-841-83)4.

San Francisco: Everybody's Bookstore, 17 Brenham
Place. 94108, 4)5-78)-4989.

Seattle: Revolution Books, 1828 Broadway. 98122, .
206-323-9222.

Honolulu:Revolutron Books..923 N. King St.,
96817.808-845-2733. »

"■ o^Mdua

"Revofution. . .demands not only a commitment to fight, but a commitment to fight^
consciously, with your head up—to learn and apply the science of revolution, . .
from Science of Revolution, RCP Publications, June 1980
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Jhfakian

suppression and ihe violence in their lives every
day—all that is acceptable to you. That when people
go out here and are shot down in cold blood, that is ac
ceptable to you. I read about a dude iWo weeks ago
who had a bible—what they always tell us to rely on
and to take up, and that'll make life safe, that'll pro
tect us—a dude came up to the police in an argument
with a bible in his hand, and they shot him down
anyway! And you're saying that what goes on every
day out here to thousands of people every year—that's
acceptable to you. You're saying that when a mother's
child is bitten by a rat in the middle of the night, and
its face is ripped open, that ihai's acceptable to
you—that violence is OK with you: that when hun
dreds, thousands, even millions of babies' stomachs
are churning inside, erupting and bleeding for lack of
decent food and medical care—which is not anything
if it's not violence—that thai is acceptable to you, ihai
violence is acceptable to you. You're saying that when
people, 20,000 a year, die on the job, having their lives
snuffed out by the capitalists' grinding machinery of
exploitation, (hat's acceptable to you; and the couple
of million more who are maimed or injured on the job,
the miners who are buried alive for the profit of the
capitalists—o// (hat is acceptable to you; the millions
of people around the world who die from so-called
natural causes that really are caused by the imperialist
system which keeps them poor and keeps them op
pressed—those millions of people dying from that—all
that's acceptable to you, even though it wouldn't be
any different if the imperialists just took them all. lin
ed them up and just ran a machine gun down the line
and shot every one of them-dead. It wouldn't be any
fundamentally different—but all that is acceptable to
you. Vietnam is acceptable to you. Korea is acceptable
to you. World War 3 and nuclear weapons are accep
table to you. But it is not acceptable to you when the
oppressed and the exploited finally say they've had
enough of this, they can see a way out of it, they ri.se
up, take up the position of the Revolutionary Com
munist Party, get united, overcome their differences,
rise up, prepared and educated, and consciously strike,
millions strong, to strike down their oppressors—that
ail of a sudden, at that point, violence becomes unac
ceptable to you.
Now that's all you're saying. You are saying in ef

fect—and you've got to face up to_it—that you sup
port the violence perpetuated against the masses of
people, even among themselves as the frustration and
anger erupts, in addition to all the violence that comes
down from the system on the people every day in one
form or another. You support all that. You support
the violence that keeps the people oppressed and
degraded: you support counterrevolutionary violence,
but you cannot support the people rising up and using
violent means, which is the only possible means, to rid
themselves of this oppression and exploitation, and to
rid society of a system that feeds off and must
perpetuate this exploitation and oppression, degrada

tion and destruction, on a larger and larger scale. You
support counterrevolutionary violence, but you cannot
accept revolutionary violence.
And people gotta recognize that nothing less than

that is what they're saying, whatever their intentions.
And then some people say, "Well, maybe you got a

point. But listen. Violence is degrading. Whoever use.s
it will be lowered down to the level of the very people
you are opposing. If you use violence against them,
you'll become just as bad as they are. Violence is
.degrading."

Bullshit. The violence that is committed out here
among the oppressed against each other, killing each
other over nothing, with their anger exploding inward,
against others or against themselves—that is
degrading, that is part of what this system grinds peo
ple through every day. But for the oppressed to begin
to see beyond that, to rise up, take matters into their
hands and begin to strike back against their op
pressors—that is not degrading, it is uplifting! You go

'tell the people of Iran, who went into the streets for
weeks and months, who were shot down time and
again unarmed by the Shah's army, while the murder
ing hypocrites who rule this country said not a word
and covered it up in the press every day—and o'n one
weekend, in one city, the capital gty, 10,000 people

• were shot to death by the Shah's army and you didn't
hear a word; it was covered up, it was buried by the
hypocritical murdering dogs who rule this country who
were behind it and supplying the guns to do it; you tell
the people in Iran that after weeks and months of that,
when finally they got to the point where they wouldn't
take any more, and they took up arms and began to
strike back against that counterrevolutionary
violence—and yes, their revolution is not completed, it
needs to go fbrward over the opposition and rolling
under its wheels, a mighty force of millions, all those
who stand in its way, including the Ayatollah Kho
meini—but nevertheless, it did take a great step by ris
ing up and striking down one of the most monstrous
despots on the string of U.S. imperialism anywhere in
the world, the hated Shah; you tell the Iranian people
that when they finally rose up. then they were
degraded—and they'll laugh and tell you they were
anything but degraded, they were uplifted by that pro
cess.

You even go in this country and you tell the Chicano
people in Houston last year, 1978, who after yet
another Chicano was thrown ih the bayou and
murdered by the police, and who finally rose up,
thousands, 3,000 strong, and chased the police out of
the area, drove them back fortwo days, burned police
cars, struck back against their oppressors—you go tell
them that they were degraded by that, and they will
laugh at you, and tell you no, you don't understand,
we were uplifted.
We made a poster of this, 'cau.se our Party doesn't

stand on the sidelines criticizing, or try to pimp and
hustle off the people'.s- .struggles and get a soft posi
tion, and we don't whine and moan and apologize, we
stand with it in the midst of it and we point the way
forward, not just to rebellion for a day but to.make
revolution that carries all the way through—we put out
a poster. And this poster showed the brilliant light of
the police cars burning against the skyline in Houston,

Texas—in fact, the most beautiful scenic picture of
Texas that's been put out in a long time. There it was
on this poster. And we went out among the people in
the neighborhood and said, "Li.sten, you've got to
support this rebellion. And you've gotta stand with
these three revolutionary leaders, the Moody Park 3,
who have been singled out by the government, facing
25 years for suppo.scdly inciting to riot because they
stood with that rebellion." We went to one young
dude, I'll never forget it. and we put a picture of it in
our newspaper—he took the poster and he held it up
with a great big smile, pointing right to the middle of
it. And he Wasn't .saying, "Oh, 1 was so degraded. 1
wish sconehow 1 could have avoided it." He was say
ing, "Yeah, 1 was right here, it was tremendous. It was
the best day in my life. 1 and the other people out there
got more justice in those two days than we ever got in a
lifetime, and for once, so did the pigs get a taste of real
justice."

See, this is whar you got to understand. It is not
degrading, it i.s uplifting, to begin to get that taste of
freedom, that-taste that people got in the 1960s and the
taste that they still long for today even more. I
remember my wife telling me about a heavy scene. She
was watching television, in 1965, when Watts erupted,
shook the whole country, panicked the rulers of this
country. And here was this silly newsman—I guess
they gotta do this for a living-he goes out, ap
proaches this 15 or 16-year-oid Black girl and says,
"Listen. What's going on here and why are people do
ing this?" She just looked at him with a look that said
"any goddam fool knows that," and instead of
answering him she asked him another question. She
said, "Let me ask you, do people everywhere know
what we're doing here?" And he said "Oh, yes," and
she said, "Good!"
You see, that's the stand of our Parly, because she

had the taste of freedom in her mouth, if only for a
day. People in Detroit were not degraded. They were
uplifted when they ran the pigs out, took the guas
away from the National Guard, fought back against
the 82nd Airborne for four days—they weren't
degraded, they were uplifted. But not far enough, and
not thoroughly enough, Because the purpose is not
simply, arid what we need is not simply to strike back
against the opprc.ssor. not simply to take a few of them
down, not simply to get some revenge, but much more
than that to ri.se up all the way, carry through and
make revolution, and, yes, finally advance society to
the point where we can bury all these weapons of
destruction, bury them because there's no longer
anyone in society who has any interest in looting, rob
bing, plundering and ripping off people, and therefore
no longer any need to kill people in the pursuit of that,
and we can bury them except for a few we put in the
museum and take to future generations and say, "This
is all part of what we had to live under and why we
rose up to overthrow it, and why you must continue to
sirugglcto.seethat we're never dragged back toil." □

To he continued

The streets of dotwntown Amsterdam were torn up April 30 as thousands of Dutch youth ripped up the
pavements to heave the pieces at police during protests against the coronation of Holland's new
Queen Beatrix, a widely disliked, snooty and openly reactionary bitch who Is married to a former Nazi.
Tlie demonstrators carried red flags and threw orange paint bombs at official cars—orange being the
royal color—to symbolize their opposition to the monarchy. The fighting was spearheaded by squatters
(who have Illegally taken over abandoned buildings) and others protesting the lack ol housing. There
are over 55,000 people on the waiting list for places to live In Amsterdam alone and the government
has recently announced the cancellation of plans for more public housing. In 20 cities and towns
across the country, empty buildings were taken over and the Dutch flag lorn down as part of this day
of protest. The police were under such an all out assault that they reportedly had to enlist the aid of
Dutch United Nations soldiers and a motorcycle gang and even so were unable to keep the protestors
from getting within 200 yards of ttie Queen's palace. Over 100 police were reported Injured—the new
Queen spent her first day visiting her wounded.
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Down with the Line of
Bob Avaician and the RCP

'7/ we want to get free we're going to have to struggle to
learn and apply this theory. "

—Chairman Bob Avakian—

r

New
Programme f/

AND
New
CONSTITUTlpN
OF THEREVOEUTIONART
Communist
Party, USA
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New Draft Programme and New Draft
Constitution of the Revolutionary

Communist Party, USA
In a situation whictt is developing as ropidly as today's, ttie

actions token by ttie advanced section of the protetariat
are of decisive importance. Ttiey will in no small part deter
mine tx5w for olong we are and wheftier we ore able to
break ttvougti all ttie way wlien ttie conditions fully ripen
and the oRsortunlty for revolution is there to seize. These
moments, particulorly in o country such as this, ore rare in
tiistory and ttieir outcome tias a profound influence on
history for years, even decodes, to come. Those who do
understand what is going on and ctioose not to act are
contribufing to the-proionging of this destructive and deca
dent rule of imperialism. Thus program is a declaration of
war, ond at ttie some time a call to action ond a battle
plan for destroying the old and creating ttie new. It niust be
taken up.

Today ttie words of fvlao Tsetung ring out with full
force;

"Seize the Day, Seize the Hour."

AMERICA IN DECLINE
IMPERtAUSM'S GREATEST CRISIS

Written under ttie (eodetship of the PCP Centrol
Committee ond its Cholrmon. BoO Avakton

For yeors revolutionory-mlrxJed peoole hove recogniz
ed ttie need tor a comprehensive and scientific arxatysis
of the poirtical ecoromy of US imperialism ond'its btoc.
What Is the significance of the current crisis? How deep

does it go? Do the mwiopoiy copitollsts hove o "way out"
oftier tnan war against their Soviet rivals? Why has the U.S.

working class b^n so backward? Whot is ttie effect of
ttie crisis on the conditions end mood of ftie masses? This
book is o pottibreaking oppScotion of Marxism-Leninism lo

the concrete condmons of tfie U5. and its bloc, it is o

book for ttie "t980's. providing o scientific foundation for
seeing ttie real posstAty of o revolufkinary sifuotion

developing in ttie U.S. in the next decade.
(Avoksble Summer 1980 from Banner Press.)

THE SCIENCE OF REVOLUTION
Fundamentals of Marxism Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thougtit and ttie Une
of trie Revolutionary Communlit Party, USA Book by Victor Wild.
Making revolution is no wild dreom or crazy notion, it's a science, deveioped
through summing up centunes of struggle between sieves and slovemosfers,

peosants and londlofds, workers and capfoNsts. And if you wont to moke
revPutkirx vou tiove to understand ttiot science in a single vpume this book

presents a irvety and fresh explanation of trie fundomenfol pincples ot
Morxism-lemrtsm. Mao Tsetung Thought in the areas of phiiosoph>', political
economy, the nature of imperioiism, the stote. the dictatorship of the po-
letorlot, and rtie potefarlan party. And it shows ftieir application in ttie U5,

and the world today, exploinng the Une of the IJevolutlonary Communist Par
ty, tfie strotegv for revolution in the U.S. and the pospects for revputon

(Avaiiable soon from RCP PubScotions.)
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ponsp/ratnri
REVOLUTION

Get Your Hands on the
L Revolutionary Worker!'

ir rou ivont to unMrifonO whoTs 0Olne on in Iron, lo flp ttirough tno
OonecM of oppooiing ooIIt en IV. In m* copttolKI nompopon
and ino WhlM Houm Pron Room: If you won) to Know whori going on :
m  w«i*d-ond you wont lo ehaigo If-Hion join wtlti tnoukonds o( ;
oltkOTK Slock. wtHIo, toHno In tlio lovoluHonary movomoni. Arm yeumS.
win IM ■•volidlonoiv Wofkorl Vou eiwrt oaord lo mU on litml
lidjiiiHiecKM: $1] tor ono yoor. SLSO tor ton wo ok KM oub.

REVOLUTION: MonthJy mogozlne
of the Centrol Committee of the RCP It
goes more deepy into keypollticoi and
ideological questions deboted
ttvoughouf society ond the revPu-
tonary movement Lotest issue Includes
"The Movement Against Nuclear
Modness," ctiooter from Ameitca In
Decline on the mood and conditions
of ttie masses, and an ortide surwnlng
up the "left" economist line of the Pd
CommuPsI Party in the Greot Depes-
sion
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IRAN; IT'S NOT OUR EMBASSY.
By BcO Avoton ZSC

rne us errOauy r> Iror DeOngt lo itie rrcwicOtl
rued or inn country, in inn Nov 1C70 Boo
Ayoman teK why oootie m ins US ntyye got to slond
with ttie tiorion ifivoutdn ond ipi m trie toce ol ine
reocloniTv red.wnit&noryO'DUe ciOD

BREAK THE CHAINS-
Unieo'ih the Fury ot Women as o
Mighty Force for Revolution
si GO
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cfWo.reonfig Dy it<e Ovmora m socoty 003 on oeoogy
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fghtrg Women ol ran

MAO TSETUNG'S IMMORTAL
CONTRIBUTIONS.
By BoO Ayokon SACS

Moo Tselmg 5 rome slorvJs lor revOUIion lor mdons
ol DeoCe rhicugncajt ir« world Ihn DOW traces Moos
revould'crv Ine n severer key aeos revoUnon ond
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CHILE: An AHempf
At "Hlitortc CompromlM"

The Real Story of the Allende Ycois
CY J0199 PtFoCOt

BonnerFydtt $505BCcerS1295cb>n
Thd mt cpcfc to irie fed itory oehrti The
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